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Workshop Overview

The National Council on Family Relations Pre-C nference workshop,
"Quality of Family Life in the Military," was held _ctober 21, 1980,
at the Hilton Hotel, Portland, Oregon. This workshop was sponsored
by the Navy Family Support Program, the National Council on Family
Relations and Family Research and Analysis, Inc.

Purpose of the Workshop

The primary purposes of the workshop were to

Acquaint the membership of the National Council on Family
Relations with growing efforts in the military to improve
the quality o life for families

b) Foster an interest group among civilian professionals who
can provide on-going assistance to military family support
efforts

Promote continuing interagency dialogue between military
and civilian professionals on family issues and resources

d) Solicit suggestions from the participants on ways that
military family research, policy, enrichment and counsel

can be improved.

Partici pants

Of the 114 who registered and participated, approximately 42% were
active duty military personnel. Of these, 25% were from the Air Force,
31% from the Army, 41% from the Navy and Marines, and 2% from the Coast
Guard. These persons represented many agencies from each of the services
that attempt to understand and meet family needs. The civilians who
attended represented military families, universities, private research
centers, counseling services agencies, private consulting firms, as well
as agencies such as the Red Cross, USO, United Way, YMCA, Navy League,
Community Mental Health Centers, Family Service Associations, and many
others.

Program

a. Addresses (copies of these are included in the Proceedings)

Orientation to'milir1 family : Dr Barbara Chandler
and Dr. Dennis Orthner

Orientation to service ncerns and programs:

- Dr. Ann O'Keefe, U.S. ivy and Marine Corps.
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Mrs. Cecile Landrum, U.S. Air Force

Lt. Col. Tyler Tugwell, U S. Army

Needs- for Military Family Enrichment and M-iitary Family
Research:

- Mr. Richard Brown and Mr. Gerald Groan

Workshop Sessions (summaries of these are included in the

Proceedings)

Alternative sessions were offered in Military Family Research,
Military Family Policy, Military Family Enrichment, Military
Family Stress, Counseling Military Families. Each working

group attempted to identify major issues and priorities,
obstacles to development, needed resources, and strategies
for improvement.

Play for Living

Presentation of play for living - Coming Home-Again - with
audience review and discussion.

Selected Outcomes

General

interagency Dialogue between family service providers

Civilian resource people and agencies identified and contacted

New resources identified

Publication of a new military family journal and/or newsletter

planned'

Exposure and professional review of new Navy play for living

Family issues,raised and carefully discussed by professionals

in the field.

Worksho Outcomes

Family arch workshop identified 12 critical issues and

prioriti important research obstacles that need examination;
new resources for funding and support, and identified needs for

more team research, more inter-service research, more military-
civilian exchanges of information, and a new journal to report

and review developments.



Family policy workshop identified at least 5 major issues and
priorities, several policy obstacles that-need review, and
suggested that improvements are needed on available data,
policy evaluation, family support group influences on policy,
proactive policies, and base level policy developments.

e Family enrichment workshop identified 10 critical issues and
priorities, several major obstacles to enrichment efforts,
many new and effective resource programs, and identified need
for more command personnel involvement, better communication
of programs, more research, conimunity networking, new programs
for singles and single parents, child-caie availability,
intern assistance, hot-line developments, duty hour programming,
medical referrals, and ombudsman assistance.

Family stress workshop identified 5 critical issues and
priorities, important obstacles that need to be reviewed, and
suggested the need for more family influen-ce on policies, better
communicition with forelies, more briefings of commanders, more
integrative services and programs, and a new inter-service task
force on families issues.

Family Counseling workshop identified 7 major issues and
priorities, a number of major obstacles to family service
improvements, andAdentified the need for education of command
personnel, money for staff training, flexible assignment
policies for some families, better coordination of counseling,
and a joint armed - services /civilian task force on military
families.

Evaluation

Of the 114 people who officially recistered, and attended the work-'
shop, 52 (46%) compled 2valuation questionnaire. (A statistical

summary of these is included in the Appendix.) The information these
persons provided indicates that they came largely to learn about military
familiei and programs (40%), to improve their understanding of family
programs and possibilities (29%), exchange ideas (21%), and to increase
their skills in working with families (10%). In terms of useful informa-

tion thrkt they learned, (34 leit'they learned "a great deal" and 36% felt

they learritk4 "a fair'amount." No one took away "little or no" new infor-
mation.

For increasing their awareness of military family needs, the genegal.
session presentations were considered "very helpful" to 36% and "somewhat
helpful" to 60% of the attenders. The workshop sessions were considered
to be "very helpful" to 44% and "somewhat helpful" to 56% of those who
attended. No one reported that the sessions were "not helpful" to th'em.

These positive attitudes are reflected in the overall appraisal by

the workshop participants. When asked if they felt that their participa-
tion was a good use nr investment of their time, 96% said "yes" and only



4% were "undecided." A few negative comr,ents were made about the inade-
quate amount of time available for the topics to be covered, some speakers'
presentations, and the need for more-discussion of workshop findil_gs.
St111,'.most comments were positive, including statements such as:- 'truly
outstanding;" "It was very worthwhile. The liaisons between participants
were valuable;" "The workshop was well planned and it afforded the oppor-
tunity to voice opinions and ask questions;" and "This session was the
most productive one-day session I have ever attended on any topic."

Suggestions for the future included:

More time for the develdpment of topics

Continue broad emphasis, research and practice

More workshops, at least an annual event

Include military family members in presentations

Provide for evaluation of specific programs

More involvement of commanders and policy makers

More audio-visual use in briefings

Mare informal time for participants to interact

At least three days for the same number of topics.



Workshop Introduction

ening Remarks - Pr. Barbara A. Chandler

Introduction - Dr. Dennis K. Otthner
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Dr.' Barbara A. Chandler
Workshdp Co-Coordinator

As we begin our workshop today, we want to express our very special

appreciation to all of you for showing your concern. about the quality of

life in military families. By being here, we're demonstrating that we
feel that concerned persons, in and out of the military; working tov:cher,

can make a difference. Now, let's review briefly the objectives of our '

workshop..

Today,-we are going to be informed about the status and trends for

f4ily service programs in the armed forces. We hope this will be a

benchmark effort that can be used in program planning in the months and

years ahead by representatives from the military services. We are going
to Consider information and issues that are pertinent to-military family

concerns. In our work groups, we are going to focus on priorities,
resources and strategies that are related to strengthening military

family services. Also, in our workgroups, We hope to develop recommen-
dations and identify significant: related material. whickmay be used by

military and community planners and researchers. Aworks4pp report will

be prepared and will be made available to all the workshop participants,
to planners of military family programs, and to other selected recipientS,

including service providers. Perhaps most important, we feel that this
workshop will encourage and facilitare dialogue among all the various

groups that are here. During the day and irCnur'workshops, take advan-
tage of the opportunity' to talk to other participants and learn something

about the challenging efforts and concerns represented by the people who

have come tb learn and to share.



Introduction

Dr. Dennis K. Orthner
Workshop Co-Coordinator

Before we hear from our speakers, allow me to set the scene for our
workshop today. First of all, we must recognize that we face a changing
military in terms of personnel and families. Once a bastion of single
men, the military services today are dominated by members with families.
Each of our major service branches now finds that it has the direct or
indirect responsibility for more dependents, sppuses and children than
for its members. Military families now comprise some 2% or 3% of all
households in the United States today, but their impacts are far greater
than that. For many families, military service is a short-term venture,
and other families subsequently replace them. This means that if we
take a cross-sectional slice in time point of view, we only find 2 to 3
percent of American househoids in-the military at any one point in time
But if we take a longitudinal or long-term perspective, we find that
perhaps three to four times as many families may spend part of their
lives in the military services.

The Composition of military families is also changing, and this
reflects many of the contemporary changes that we see in qur society.
Today, mariied personnel make up half or more of ea.:h of the military
branches. I'm sure the specifics of this will be discussed by'some
of the speakers this morning. Dual-military couples comprise about 2
to 5 percent of the'total force of Army, Navy, and Air Force; and their
numbers are growing very rapidly. Single parents make up another one
percent of the total forge, and their numbers are swelling, too, not
necessarily from recruitment, but from divorces among military members
and pregnancies among single women within the services themselves.' You
no longer have to recruit single parents to see them grow in numbers.
Taken together, we find that the forces in the American society that
are enc6uraging family growth and family change are very much a part of
the legady inhefited by military service recruiters and personnel
managers..

With the growth of families in the services has come an awareness
of their importance. Families are no longer just "dependents" in the
traditional vernaCular; they are now part of the mission support system
on whAch.the services themselves depend. Families are not just appendageg
to military personnel, but are links to the way of life themilitary mem-
hers themselves have sworn to.defend.

In my.recent study of Air Force families (Families in Blue,'1980),
I-found this link very important., More Air Force -families selected
qualitYof life issues as most attractive to them than any other set of
more direct benefits of military The erosion of this quality of

life, whether real or perceived, is More trustiating-than'anythingelse.
Certainly, pay is a vita part of this, but so is housing, cunissary,
the opportunity-for travel, ancLthe kind of environment their children
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must grow up in. We now find that the lack of support, for children is a
critical issue for military planners. Suchrthings as good schools, quality
ehild.care, attractive recreation programs are rising in importance to
military families. As other, more direct benefits erode, considerations
such as these rise in importance to military families.

Another factor we must take into consideration today is the increas-
ing link between family's0pOort and military career commitments. In the
Air Force study, wife support for her husband's Air Force job was more
important to the retention decision of married men than any other factor
except supervisor's support. Those two factors togetherspouse support
and supervisor's' support--accounted for most of the statistical variance
in the decisions of these married men. Other factors, including such
things as satisfaction with pay, retirement benefits,\and satisfaction
with the base, were important at some ranks and grades as well, but
spouse supJrt was consistently important across all ranks and grades.
Even job n{orale, a more circumstantial situation, is influenced by
family support for military service. The greater their support, the more
likely the number will be satisfied with his or her job. No'doubt', this
link is caused partially.by spouses reflecting the degree of satisfaction
Or dissatisfaction that's expresSed'by.their partner. But it also points
out that a Irustrated, angry wife can make a job seen intolerable, while
a supportive wife (or husband for that matter) can ease the tensions, and
petty irritations that gowith any-job at some time.

Certainly families can assist. military missions by supporting members,
encouraging them through difficult periods and aomplimentinvtheir res-
ponsibilities with the relaxation and comfort offered by a ready-support
group. On the other hand, families who feel abused or neglected. can strain.
member commitments and put presSure on them to find more attractive alter-
natives.

As we look at military family needs today, I would like us to put to
,rest several prevailing assumptions about these families. First of,all,
we need.toxid ourselves of the presumption of the typical military family
as-a member'husbandwith a dependent wife and children who are at home,
dutifully taking care of the domestic responsibilities while he goes off
to fvlfill his military responsibilities. Thereare several flaws in that
picture. For one thing, the majority -of these civilian wives are new,
employed, nearly three out of fourin the lower enlisted grades and about
six out of ten overall. This means that child care is now a necessity. in
many of these homes,,not just a luxury for periodic'daytime 'outings. Many
of these wives would also reject the very notion of beins called "depen-
dents"--they have careers and an independent, non-military iifestyle,that
ties them to .their husbands' 'jobs only to the extent that it meets their
needs as well. These women are less traditional than their forebears and
they are Leas willing to readily pull up stakes when their husbands duty
calla. Many of these women resist career disrupting transfers, the-con-
stant coming and going of their husbands, and the frequent duty of being a
single parent to their children. a

Another assumption we may need to reconsider is that TDY assignments,
remote tours, ship departures, and PCS transfers are really not that hard
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on families, that most adjust to-this quite easily. One colonel told me,
"these are growth experiences for families- -it give's the wife the oppor-
tunity to test her maturity and independence." Few families that we
interviewed believed that, particularly if they were at the lower grades
with young children and had a second job to maintain. Even short-term
temporary duty assignments can be hard on the families left behind.
Families today are much more interdependent than ever before. The roles
of husbands and wives are not as distinctly separate rs they once Were.
This has given families more importance in terms of emotional support
but it has also increased family fragility when these emotional supports
are taken away, or inconsistently provided.

We also need to look at the extent to which military communities and
back-up' support systems really "take care of their own" families, espe-
cially when the members are not there. Contrary to the belief of some,
base communities'do not appear to be that close. Friendships are often
tertiary. Most of the married Air Force personnel we interviewed said
they had no close friends, a situation that is probably true in othel-
services as well. This lack of close ties probably occurs becauS of the
high mobility we expect:of these families but whatever the cause, this
sense of alienation can be compounded by a loss of support that occurs'
during deployments: The net result is a distrust of military policies
toward families and a lack of support for the service career of the member.

I hope that during this workshop we will take a look at these and
other issues, examine some of the obstacles military families face and
discover resources, programs, policies and services to help these fami-
lies Cope more effectively with demands of military missions and member.
responsibilities. I also hope a positive tone will prevail throughout
the workshop. There are problems, to be-sure, but let us, honestly seek
solutions rather than become mired in the recounting of one problem after
another. Let us consider these issues rather than problems; needs rather
than just frustrations.

I hope we will look,for facts rather than assumptions to guide us.
Raise assumptions and conjecture as grist for the mill, but look for
Sound solutions. Let us rest our porochialism and provincialism and
try,to learn from Successes of others and the mistakes we have all made.
As civilian and military members alike, we all have a stake in the future
of these vital military families.



Orientation to Military Family

Programs and Policies

U.S. Navy and Marine Corps - Dr. Ann O'Keefe

U.S.'Air Force - Mrs. Cecile Landrum

U.S. Army - Lt. Col. Tyler Tugwell
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U.S. tMarine Corps

Dr. Ann O'Keefe
Head, Navy Family Support PrOgram

In my presentation this morning, I would like to fulfill two major
goals. For the members of the National, Council on Faffily Relations,
interested civilians, and representatives of other military branches, I
want to give an introduction to what the Navy is doing for its families
today. For those of you who have been working with the military generally,
And the Navy specifically, I will provide a brief update on the Navy
situation at this time ,Since the Marine Corps has been worki#g hand-in-
hand with the Navy for about two years now, I have been asked tb weave
into my presentation information on Marine Corps family needs and programs
as well. I will be.deing that throughout my remarks iastead of having a
separate Navy and Marine Corps presentation.

Demographics

While most of.the data I have at my disposal are about the Navy,
is important for us to understand at the outset the personnel configura-
tions of the families we will be discussing. In the total population of
the Navy, 93 percent of all members are male and 7 percent are female.
Approximately 54 percent of these Navy members are married, while 36
percent in the Marine Corps are married members. We have about 4,500
single parents in the Navy77.that is single parents who have custodial
responsibility for their children. This is= quite different from those
who have financial responsibility. As a matter of fact, until the very,
recent studies of Dr. Orthner and his staff, the ,Navy only had informa-
ton about the 15,000 single men and women who have financial custody of
their children. We should also add that the Navy has some 13,000 'members
who are married to another military perspn, Most of these dual-military
couples include two Navy members..

Family Stress

In the civilian sector, there are many kinds of stresses that we all
face. Economics, of course, is a primary one But, there is no question
that military life tends to exacerbate many of the stresses faced by
civilians. For a few moments, let us take a look at some of these
stresses, just, to give you a picture of what I am talking about.

Relocation.' For one thing, refocation is a frequent stressor in the
military. In the Navy, about 20 percent of the population move every
year. While this percentage is similar to Ameri,2an'society as a whole,
the problems are not similar. If you are moving at the request of IBM;
the hardship on you is not likely to be as great s if you move at the
request of Uncle Sam. There is a tremendous financial hardship on Navy
people are are moving. I certainly feel that we need studies to document
the financial stresses praced on people when they move, even when sup-
posedly reimbursed.
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Communication Problems. Navy relocations may mean moving across the
world instead of across the street. New, it is true that we have saleimen
in the civilian sector who move a lot as well, but very frequently they
are able to pick up the telephone and call their wives if they choose to
do so. We have people in the Navy, as you know, who are under water for
a long time. Many others are also at sea with slow mail turnaround time
and little opportunity to mai- tain on-going communication with their
families. This inadequate base of communication certainly frustrates
family separations. And while reunions after deployments are often a
happy time, they also have their stresses too, as families try to reopen
channels of communication that have been partially closed. Cuur "Play For

Living," siTillajia, aptly demonstrates this point.

Economics. Let-us also look at the economic question. Military

salaries, first of all, are not keeping up with salaries in comparable
civilian jobs. Also, women's salaries are genera ..iy lower than men's,
but I will assure you that military wives' salaries are far less than
their civilian counterparts. Military wives move and are always starting
all over again; they simply are not able to build up tenure in their

careers. Often they go months without being employed, especially if they
are technicians or professionals who have to meet the licensing require-
ments of different states. Taken together, all kinds of things make it
difficult for a stable family financial situation to be established and
maintained.

Navy and Marine Oorps,FamVy2EagEajaE

The Navy and Marindfamily'programs are really an outgrowth of many

factors. Actually, a 1 rge number of people, including Navy families,
have been involved. in' amily concerns for many. years. _More recently,
our programs have resulted from the dedication of a few .people who said
we need to do sotething now -- something in a visible, tangible, formal

way. Yet, it is very importantfor us to recognize the informal efforts
that have been going bn for many, many years. 1 think immediately of
the Chaplain Corps which hasheen providing a tremendous service on
behalf,of Navy servicemen and their families for a long time.

Still, it wa in Noveiber 1978 that the Chief of Naval, Yn ations
and the Secretary of the NaVy went on record as taying there w.-1 be a
funded effort specifically geared at supporting family life and the over-
all quality of life in the Navy. At this time, barely two years ago, the
Chiefof NaVal Operations,,Admi'Jal'Hayward, the current Vice-Chief of
Naval Operations, Admiral Watkins, the forther Chief ofChaplains, Bishop
John O'Connor, and the Commandant of the Marine Corps, General BarroW,
who stated there will be Marine Family Service Centers, all heard the
voice of the people and they saw the data on,retention. Clearly, one of

the driving forces behind quality life concerns is the real problem the
military istacing today in retaining its Skilled-people. Although our

effort is definitely seen as "the right thing tOdo," it is also par-
tially designed to stem the tide of attrition and. increase the mission
effectiveness of Navy and Marine personnel.
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As of the first of February (1981), the Navy Family Support Program
will be two years old. The Marine Corps' program will be two years old
in March. When the Commandant of the Marine Corps decided that there
would be a Marine Corps Service Center Program, he assigned a staff
officer to work with us during the initiation of our efforts and to make
appropriate adaptations to Marine Corps' needs. Together, we examined
what the Army had been doing and the programs other civilian agencies
could offer as well. We have developed a guide for planning and operating
Navy Family Service Centers and this guide will have a chapter, in it on
tailoring programs to the aline Corps.

Let me give you some idea of the philosophy on which both the Marine
and the Navy family program are based. One is the awareness or special
needs, andwe,have already discussed some of those. Another is the
awareness of special strengths that military families have. The Comimandant
of the Marine Corps acknowledged this when he announced there would be
sixteen Marine Family Service Centers established for Marine families. He
said that these were not programs to support weak families; rather, these
are programo to give appropriate suppott co the strong faiiiies of the
people who are out doing the business of r country. We \have a profound
respect for t!e strengths of military 7emllies and their legitimate need
fpr extra help ancl support at certain tic. and in the special situations
in which they find themselves.

Another vary importan'._ consideration t:o all of us is the acknowledge-
ment of an,.1 linkage to the many currently existing resources both mili-
tary and civilian communities. In an operation like this, the\Navy is not
going to be able Lo proJide for all family needs by itself; that is ridi-
culous. 7.4:7 office .1-y has nine people'. What we are really trying to do
is to unlenl, the catability of the tremendous talent and dedication'and
expertise thot is already out in 1-t(e. field. It lies in other Navy fami-
lies; and ltes in existing re,,onroes that we need to tap more effec-
tively=

It is lapo.,: yon to tinders and that this is a military program
with a goal of :roved an r.-..intaiud readiness for the milit4ry mission.,
That is sometll 1g 0,1 times. Our effectiveness is evaluated
and will be cve.!_uat'a ue.rms (t1.:octon issues, in terms of productivity
issues, in torm of mi1itav Lsion, and that is a very key Consi-
deration. We talk 15 terms c%fifamily support effort will mean
and can me tcte.,Navv. oil addressing prospective commanding
officers, myr disticssins center on what this program can Mea9 to them,
theireffeeness,'andthapeoplein'their commands.

Whe-. we now? Eight Navy programs are now receiving funding and
we arein, the process of building up to 62 family service centers over the
next few years. The Marine Corps has 16 centers to be funded this year..
The Navy Family Service_Center:at_Nofolk-la-fully-operatienal right now
and there are family service centers in the San pie& area and at Pearl
Harbor that have been providing services for somerime.

NeVertheleSs, it is important for you to remember that the funding
centers alone is.,not what we are after. We want A system that is
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recognized, understood and approved throughout the Navy; a system that
will 'support the many "grassroots" efforts that'have been struggling as
well as thriving in various Navy commands. We want to provide whateVer
assistance we can to any Navy command that feels a need for help and

support.

It is my pleasure to see all of you here and to know that we are
many steps along.the road of this military and civilian endeavor. -Thank,

you.
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U Air Force

Mrs. Cecile Landrum
Department of the Air Force

It is a pleasure to be here today and an honor to serve on such a
prestigious panel as a representative of the Air Force staff.. While
am here representing the Air Force, let me say just that I am one among
many in our service who have clearly recognized the fact that family
issues cut across all functional linesand in order to address them,
we must all work together.

I first met Dennis Orthner several years ago when he was working on
hisfirst family project with Chaplain Richard Carr, Air Force. Chief of
Chaplains, and today he is a key person in the forefront of, family
issues. Since that time we have come a long way in addressing family
issues. And I have joined the Secretary's Staff Group to be our Under
Secretary's Special Assistant on Family matters.

Given that role, let .me lay out a few'of the issues, as I view them.

Goals

The overreaching goals in the Air Force are. to maximize the reten-
tion and the readiness state of mIlfrary members--male and female-, to
make it feasible for them to maintain their commitment o the military
mission.

Challenges

The challenge facing combat forces in coping with the human pro-
blems of these members is unique-these stresses

7

Isolation (physical and /or cultural)

Separation from the extended (and often the

Large numbers of bi-cultural families

ediate) family

Perceived (and sometimes real) career risks in seeking medical
help (particularly in areas of mental health, drug and alcohol
_abuseL.

Family violence--not unique, not, stress, result of stress

Migration (constant moves combined with absence of father_

. Economic impact
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Continuous adaptation and pressures for instant involvement

No established career paths for family members as predeter-
mined jobs such as military members have.

Wife suppressing personal goals and aspirations

Equilibrium

Equilibrium is based on traditional negotiation and transaction.
Family policies have been established "not on the basis of sentiment,
but as a basic need for generating combat capability." The previous
research addressing this equilibrium viewed the person as a "passive
agent whose behavior is the product of forces which play upon him while
is is recruited, developed, advanced, and eventually discharged from
the orkanization." This previous equilibrium was based on certain
assumptions about relations between the militari, person andllis employer.

Today this equilib'um is being upset. For one thing, the new role
of women has changed this equilibrium. The decision to integrate women
into the services, allowing women to enter more nontraditional career
fields and allowing married and single military women and men with depen-
dent children to remain in the service has changed military force makeup.

The military has shifted from a predominately single force up until
World War II to a married one. Today, over 56 percent of all military
personnel are married. (Still, however, considerably below the national
norm, primarily because so many in the military are young.) In the Air
Force there are also approximately 20,000 married military couples;
8,000 (40 percent) of them have dependents and there are approximately
6,500 (1.2 percent of the force) single parents. And these numbers are
growing.

Most common, though, is the serviceman whose wife is a civilian.
Air Force men with civilian'wives account for 65.2 percent of-the total
male force; 69.2 percent of our enlisted men, and 83 percent' our male
officers are in this category. Sikty-seven percent of the wives of
enlisted men and 45 percent of the'wives of officers are employed out-
side -he home.- This accounts for a substantial proportion of the force.
The shif to a younger married force with new attitudep--both among
enlisted ,ople and officers -is reflected by the fact that many of these
military mar'iages remain childless--despite the growing ,numbers of mili-
tary couples wi dependents. And, despite, this family status, most

'-'t-,,employed 'Wives ar working to supply needed additional income. Some work
just to obtain the ilersonal satisfaction. Others work for both reasons.
This pattern, too, has --many implications for the Air Force.

There has also been pr sure from women's groups. These pressures
have encouraged us to move towerA including women in all career fields,
particularly those combat-related-jobs which are perceived to be career
enhancing. ---,,
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There are growing economical needs creating more twd paycheck fami-
lies. The two paycheck family existed before- -the difference now is that
more women are employed away from theNome and children. As'a result,
children experience separations from both mothers and fathers. The "not
so dependent civilian spouses's" careers are growing factors in retention
and mibility--or family breakups whiCh sometimes give custody of children
to the military member. And, as Caroline Bird has noted--when there are
two paychecks, the! man no longer has to tolerate the "lousy" job in order
to feed his wife and family. If he leaves the job, his wife's paycheck
can sustain them for at least a while.

Problems can also arise in the traditional family model as well in
particular, more acceptancd of divorce undermines the longteLla antici-
pated benefits by family -meters in return for sticking out a difficult
life style (moves, separations, isolation).

A growing number of women are facing conflicts in exercising their
rights to enter expanded and more demanding careers and exercising choice
to have a family. Again, the military ha not been immune from this
phenomena. In the past, when the military meMber got' his new assignMent
--he would go home and tell his family to start packing. His expectation
was that his wife and children would continuously adapt and seek "instant
involvement" in a community that knows no geographical bounds. Their
personal goals and aspirations were traditionally suppressed. Because,
clearly, the needs of the military institution took precedence. Child
care issues enter here.

Today when the military member gets any choice about a new assign-'
ment, the response is more often than not, "I have to discuss it with my
family." The military family has now moved from a passive appendage'to
that of an active component of the military-, profession--and they are
demanding more say in assignments, career planning, relocations, and
separations.. Clearly, family considerations have moved into the foref--nt
of retention, readiness matters, and the quality ofAir Force life..
Clearly, the changing institution called family is in direct conflict and
competition for the military member's time and commitment to a virtually
unchanged institution called the military.

loday, the decision as to Vihether, the military member will take the
"new assignment" can well lead to several other options as they relate
to the status of the family. The spouse may elect not to move with the
Military member. This decision can be based on economics, career motiva-
tion, or schooling needs'of dependent children. Already, a substantial
number of military men.with civilian wives are living apart due to the
inability or unwillingness of their Spouses to fdllow them to next assign-
meats. Of these, some represent remote assignments but more are for the
persdnal reasons mentioned. In some gases, the military member-may decide
that the spoUse's career situation is too valuable to lose-- and -in assess-
ing his future potential in the service and paY-and,benefits7some military
members use-this rationale as a factor to resign or retire from. -active
duty. While this appears to be a small but growing trend, retention
studies have not yet ppecificallyhroken out'these numbers.
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bIporate Structure

The corporate structure's mobility patterns once coincided with the
military's, in that they too assumed that the wives would be more than
willing to subjugate themselves for the "good of their husbands' careers
--and the good of the company." Corporate'wiveswho moved constantly
also faced the realities that their status was tied to-their husbands'.
They too suffered from having no direct career pattern. This phenomena,
and the related stress factors - -often identified as problems not symptoms
--are well defined in the classic study by psychiatrist Robert Seidenberg
in Corporate Wives7-Cor-orate Casualties? ,Th6 women's movement and more
recent economic indicators show that any researdh done before the 1970's'
no longer reflects the true dimension of the wives' impact.on mobility
decisions. But the influence was felt. Some corporations, however,
could act immediatelyand did so--particularly in light of the fact that
highly qualified and trained personnel were:making decisions whether' to
accept job-transfers based on their family needs and aspirations. Cot-
porations began to underwrite mortgage differentials,:pay some spouses's
employment fees-, and in some cases even guaranteed the-spouse a job of
stature, at least the equivalent of that being given up. Thig was a far
more financially sound approach for profit-motivated companies than to
have to, train, age, and grade executives who were exiting their companies.

-.Air Force A eu

Unfortunately, the similarities stop here, because the military, as
a government institution, does not underwrite programs which pay for
spouse relocation, employment services or for other unique family'moying
costs. But, as an institution, the military is quite cognizht of the
fact that the costs associated'iqith recruiting, training, aging, and
grading new members far exceeds those associated with flexibility in
addressing personal and family goals. And in place of the highly financed
industry programs, the Air Force is taking some dynamic and time-sensitive
initiatives.

The Air Force-has established a new office fo,r Family Matters in the
Directorate of Pera-onnel Plans. This-Office is serving as;

A focal point of information, facts-, research and demographic
projections and evaluations of pilotprojects. '

,

An avenue to cut across functional lines and provide outreach
and communication to the operational world.

A catalyst for conferences, symposia, and colloquia which can
stimulate new policy considerations.

An interfaC6 between civilian policy makers and-the military-
(the corporate world has faced similar problems in grooming
their executive force). 0



To launch this office, a major conference was held in September at
the Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center in San Antonio, Texas. The
objectives of the conference were to introduce the new role of the Air
Force family office, to provide a forum to discuss major family needs and
concerns, and to identify those family concerns that are becoming commonly
recognized as priority issues for possible development into working family
programs. Conference attendees included Air Force commanders and func-
tional managers from such areas as Manpower and Personnel, the Surgeon
General, the Chaplain and Judge Advocate. Key Air Force civilian and
military leaders also attended.

The conference was`structured into three subworking groups that dis-
cussed numerous family issues and concerns. The three groups were Family
and Health and Education, Family and Economics, and Family and Community.

The Health and Education-group addressed issues and designed initia-
tives to improve medical services, provide better family educational
opportunities, increase knowledge about family issues, and improve com-
munication on family matters. The Family' and Economics delegation
addressed ideas to upgrade family entitlements, streamline the relocation
process, improve housing options, and help spouses and family members
find employment. Family and Community examined issues such as child care,
youth activities, on.and off-base recreation, and family support systems
and assistance p6grams. The output of each working group was a priori-
tized list of initiatives which will be staffed by the appropriate func-
tional manager to identify feasibility, cost and manpower considerations.
After staffing, specific tasking will be initiated for program modifie.a-
tion or new program implementation.

2

The conference was the first major initiative of the newly formed Air
Force family office. From this conference,we will continue to focus and
direct a consolidated and coord nated Air Force Family Program for the
Eighties.
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What we are discussing today is the family. The reason we are dis-
cussing the family and the reason for real participation on the part of
the military is the undeniable evidence that the family has a direct
impact on the readiness of the armed forces today. This cannot be denied;
it cannot be ignored; and it is the basic fact we are dealing with And
to, the extent that the family interrupts the business of readiness, we
have to pay'attention to all sorts of things that the soldier and his or
her family need. This takes into account many things that we are not
historically accustomed to dealing with It requires new talents on our
part; it requires a whole new set of services on the part of the agencies
that deal with, family problems; and it has come upon us in a rather
unexpected way.

Some ago, we made th decision to pay the soldier more, and I
do nor know whether we really' thought. to ourselves at that time, "You
know, this may mean that the soldier will be able to afford to, get
married." Unfortunately, the money we provide yields only a minimal sort
of existence, especially as inflation ,gets worse. But the net result is
an Army ..Tith an enromons, number of emerging social and family problems
that commanders are not able to deal with This led to a need for, iddi
tional agencies within our service to help commanders deal with these
peoblem . Today, we have in'the Army an institution called Army Community
Servicec, which has been erected fa the sole purposy of dealing with
these many new problems.

'lite r Li Scenerio

we just give you a picture. I do not want eo be pessimisIic and
I do no want to give you a distorted view. of what the Army is like. But
just le me' give you a case in point. As I relate this story to you; which
is not ncomman, I want those of you who are married to think back:to your..-
own ear y days of marriage and see if your marriage could have survived
this so t of situation. /'

Le g take a new recruit. He is coming out of high school, we hope,
but not always. He comes out of a small town'in Georgia; goes into basic
trainin he is not getting paid much; he graduates, and that is agpod
thing, because he has succeeded in something. So he says, I can marry
my sweetheart, and he does. Then he goes to AlT for training. When he
graduates, from AIT, he is going to Europe.

Now, he is a very fortunate soldier, in terms of keeping the family
together, he will be able to take his wife overseas, but the government
will not pay for this When he gets overseas, and gets to Frankfort, where
4,11 incoming personnel go, he has got his wife and perhaps a child or two
in tow. When he gets there, he goes to the placement batallian and gets a
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ticket. That ticket will take him 'on the German railroad his new

signment in Neuredperg or any number of places in Geriany, He gets on

that German railroad, where no one speaks English, with his wife and small

child. He gets off the train-at the town near his assigned pot and he
has to make his way to the base.

He then finds he is not authorized government housing and he has to
live on the civilianeconomy, and the German economy is not cheap. Auto-

mobile insurance in ,Crmany is out of sight. Ile has to put his wife in

an apartment which requires ap enormous downpayment, becanse.historically

soldiers have not treated their apartments well over there. He puts his

wife.in that apartment and it does not have a television, because that i,
only for people who live on base. And Olen, he finds out that he has to

go in the field for six months. Now, the commissary is not located near

this apartment--it's ten miles or So down the road--and the medical facie
lities arein the other direction. Thep X is in a_completelydifferent

_direction. Now she is on the economy; her neighbors speak German, and
she does not. There are no social services available to-which-she can go.
The story could easily go on and on.

Now, if this situation does not provide built-in'stress, I do not
know what does.' Perhaps, you say,: thy: is an exaggerated case; but it may
apply at some time to about half the people in the Army.

.1-2y_P2amtlilLy Services

The 'question is how do we deal with this sort of thing? I do not

want to be philosophical but there are some real problems associated

with situations like this example I just gave you. If we do not do some-

thing to make life easier for this soldier as he gpes on through this
kind of transition, we are not going to keep him-in the Army. No matter

how much you pay him, and no matter how much you tell him he is on the
"cutting edge," every time he goes hOme at night his wife is going to
remind him (if she is at-home and not working) of how miserable the
Army is, because the Army is responsible for getting him where he is.

Now, it i-basically the commander's problem to deal with-these

things. That must be foremost in our minds,_ It is not the Army Community

Service y.Steth that is responsible for tending to the soldier's needs; it

is the commander's responsibility. The Ar6y-Community Services system

that we have is a commander's tool. This service may be headquartered in

the high reaches 'of the Pentagon, but the commander on the installation

is the guy who runs that ACS program, and it is going to succeed just to
the extent that he places emphasis on it.

I am not going to go into all the programs under ACS; I am just going
to give you an example of the sorts of things in which'we are involved.

We run an information and referral system for all 160 ACS centers that we

have, worldwide. This system, which I consider to be the key t.p ACS,

allows ACS to solve numerous emerging problems by referring people to the

Tight places. It's run by approximately 400 civil servants and officer
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personnel, and abdril'6,000 voluntera. I mention that, because even
though the family is ocsuch-importance to the Army, it is largely a
volunteer effort that is ensuring the success of the Army Community Se
vice program.

We have other prigrams as well. We have a financial planning assis-
_ thrice program;-which is geared to helping the soldier who gets deeply in
debt and needs to find a way out. Believe me, this is big businessthese
days for all the reasons we have diseussed this mArrimg.1.--We'Tave reloca-
tion services, which are geared toward making relocation easier for the
soldier all along the way. We have a handicapped assistance program,
which is geared toward helping parents with handicapped children find
assignments where there are services for handicapped dependents. This
is a very important program because, according to our medi6al bzanch, 20
to.25 percent of our military dependents can be considered handicapped.
We also, have a family-child advocacy program and we have child-support
services. We have enormous numbers of child-care centers on has-as around
the world.

Unfortunately,, wchave had very.poor luck so far in getting C6ngres7
sional dollars tohelp with these and other'family support programs in
the Army. Hopefully, this will change mere .and more- aEi it becomes evident
to everyone, including Congress, that the business of satisfying family
needs is critical to the readiness of the armed forces.

Family Life _Center_

I do not want to give the impression that the only ones on Army
installations that are invblved with family problems are the staffs of
Army Comunity Services. One of our most important resources are chap-
lains, who put in an enormous amount of effort on behalf of families.
They have a Family_Life Center.network thatoperates, throughdut the
United States-and even overseas. These offer programs and counseling to
-deal with nearly every aspect of family life.

In conclusion, please understand that we in the Army are into the
family business in a major way. We have had conferences and workshops
on family life for some time now. We are stretching ourresources to
the limit to make sure that there is a general understandlng- of the impor-
tance of families and that there is an understanding on the part of
commandera of the .techniques that can be applied to solve family problems

;among his troops. In the long run, this will help us ensure the readiness
of the ATmy and the Armed Forces in general.
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En ichmen Needs

Military Families

Mr. Richard Brown, III
Chaplain, Major, USAFR

For several years, specifically focused studies of families in the
military, including the Air Force, have been conducted by social scien-
tists inside and outside the military. During most of the year 1979 and
the spring of 1980, the tools of scientific research and the growing
body of knowledge in the field of family studies were brought to bear on
family life in the Air Force in a broadly designed and systematically
conducted study of Air Force families. Sponsored by the Office of the
Chief of Chaplains of the U.S, Air Force and conducted by Family Research
and Analysis, Inc., this study was designed to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of Air Force families. It is based upon data derived from
personal interviews of husbands and wives from 331 married families and
131 single-parent families. A total of 763, approximately hour -long
interviews, were conducted with a stratified probability sampld-4f Air
Force members,ispouses, and single parents from 16 bases in the con-
tinental Unitdd States and Germany. The results of this study comprise
the most accurate and comprehensive picture now available to the quality
of life within Air Force families.

The first report of these results was published-in August of this
year in Families in Blue:. A Stud of Married and Sin le-Parent Families
in the U.S. Air Force. My report will attempt to speak only to the fac-
tors related to the support needs of Air Farce families. We will examine
the kinds 'of programs and services available and the nature of family
support offered by each. We will also examine the attitudes Air Force
family members have toward the availability and use of these programs
and attempt to identify several recommendations for these programs
designed to help meet the support needs of Air Force members and families

Family Needs

Dr. Orthner and the other speakers this morning have already identi-
fied many of the stresses experienced by military families. But allow me
to briefly set the, scene once again.

A quick overall look at the Air Force, and family life in it, reveals
that at least a majority of married members,-sponses and single parents
report they are satisfied with the quality of life the Air Force offers
them and their families. They report satisfaction in relationships with
their children and marital partners, and most say they are experiencing
only moderate to low-levels of family and personal stress. That's the
majority. However, when we look on a more focused level, we find that
low marital quality is reported by one out of three married couples.
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Prollems with marital communication and companionship are especially wide-
spread. Concerns about relationships with children are reported by one
out of three parents. Less than half of the parents interviewed are
satisfied that the Air Force is a good place,to rear children. (More
information on these problem areas is provided in the paper by Orthner
and Bowen later in this report.)

The financial pressure of today's economy is also affecting Air Force
families. As a result,. one out of five married men and single parents
report that they have had to secure second jobs in order to meet their
financial commitments. In general; it appears that Air Force families
are experiencing the same kinds of relational,andfinancial stress as
families in .the general population. But still, despite these pressures,
85 percent of these couples are still in their first marriages and very
few of them have seridusl.;- discussed divorce.

Programs

What are the attitudes of Air Force family members toward various
types of programs that will either help them maintain or improve their
marital and family quality? That question has become very important to
.Air `Farce leaders, particularly chaplains. How many Air FOrce members
and family members are aware of the various services we have been offer-
ing? What are their attitudes toward utilization of the service center
programs or services? How likely would they be to participate if given
an opportunity? Hopefully, this part of our,. study will give us a better
idea of those we are reaching,and those we are not reaching with various
-family programs.

Thera Pro rams. First of all, we looked at marriage and family
counseling\or therapy. Surprisingly, only three out of four married
couples and single parents indicated that they were even aware that
marriage,and family therapy existed. About half of the husbands and less
than half of the wives knew whether or not it was available on their
base. Among single parents three out of four thought that counseling was
available. It is apparent that even with a program as well known as
marriage conseling, there is quite a bit of public education or public
relations work to do. Of the family members reporting marital diffi-
culty, three out of four wives and two out of three husbands expressed
interest in
straints to
about the e
dentiality.

getting help through marital therapy. The two major con-
the use of this source of help were: (1) lack of knowledge
istence of counseling services, and (2) concern about confi-

Paren_Uucation. The second program we examined was parent educa-
tion. There was no attempt to focus on any one type of parent education
program, but- rather to look at a representative sample of those programs
generally de0.gped, to help. parents better understand and communicate more
effectively with their children. Parent education programs can be highly
steuctured and they can be behavioral skills oriented, or they can be
less'strnctured and more informal. Overall, two out of three Air Force
parents had beard of some type of parent education program. Women were
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much more aware of these programs than men, especially single-parent men.
Less than half of all single - parent fathers were aware of their availai-
lity.

The majority of those who had heard of parent education or who had
attended such a program were white parents who attended cl2urch regularly.
The majority of the non-white parents or those who are less religious)
involved were not aware of parent education programs. There is obviously
some stratification along minority lines and especially among people who
are most often reached by chapel programs on .base. But these programs
are going to have to reach beyd those who normally have contact with
chaplains if we are to have any success impacting upon family life on
Air Force bases.

In terms of their interest In attending parent education. programs,
73 percent of single-parent women, 55 percent of single-parent mca, 63
percent of the wives, and 49 percent of the husbands indicated that they
were likely to attend. So we do havean open door. Still, only 12 per -_
cent of married fathers said they were "very_" likely to attend a parent
education class. This seems to reflect the still traaitional bias that
childrearing is the mother's responsibility. Interestingly, parents who
'reported poor parent-child relationships seemed to recognize their pro-
blems, and'were the most likely to want these programs. Non-white
parents also indicated a high likelihood of attending parent education
programs, both mothers and fathers. The parents of young children were
more interested,in parent education than parents of adolescents, but
parents of adolescents more often report conflict within their marriage
over parenting decisions. So, there is some disparity among those who
need parent` education and their. .recognition of that need.

It is important to note that the study itself supports the need for
expanded parent education prograMs. Nearly one-third of the Air Force
parents felt they have inadequate relationships with their children.
Many of these relationships could be improved with help and guidance and
knowledge of parenting alternatives. Knowledge about children and about
behavioral principles of parenting have been found to be a major need of
Air Force families.

Couple Communication_Training. The third program examined was couple
communication training. While this is the title of a particular program,
it was described in a general sense that would relate to any other program
which attempted to enhance marital or, relational communication skills.
Usually, this is a structured skills development pzogram. It is taught in
groups of five to eight couples. It is required that both partners attend
and is used both as a growth experience (that is, outside of more serious
intervention), and as an adjunct to marital therapy.

Awareness of couple communication training in the Air Force is very
minimal. Only one out of five husbands and wives had ever heard of this
kind of program. However, half of the husbands and wives indicated that
they were very likely or somewhat likely to attend this kind of program
if it were available. Therefore, couple communication training appears
to have good potential for the support of families.
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The need for 'ouple communication in Air Force marriages is supported
by the finding that.one-fourth of these marriages have poor marital commun-
ication. Many studies have found that good communication provides a foun-
dation for healthy marital adjustments. The relationship between open
communication and marital satisfaction also holds in the Air Force. The
couples with the greatest need, for couple communication training appear
to.be those withyoung.preschool children and those in the senior enlisted
ranks. Couples with young children often have to learn to communicate
more effectively, especially once the presence of; children begins to form
a wedge between them. Among senior enlisted men, less than half feel they
can confide in their wives, a situation which we believe places consider-

,

able strain on these marriages.

It is recommended, then, that various forms of marital and family
communication training bG promoted as widely as possible in the Air Force
and other-services; We believe this should be expanded, especially to
include non-white couples, parents of young children, and couples who are
experiencing more serious marital stress.

Marriage Enrichment. Marriage enrichment and marriage encounter,
the next programs we examined, are designed to help couples gain addi-
tional sk:Llls by which they can strengthen their marriages. Compared to
the other family enrichment programs, like couple communication, these
programs are often very experiential, but sometimes they have a didactic
or educational methodology included. The majority of Air Force husbands
and wives have heard of some type of marriage enrichment or marriage
encounter program. However, wives are somewhat more aware than husbands
of the existence of these programs. One interesting finding is that
couples in Europe are more likely to be familiar with them than couples
in the continental United States. Again, as we mentioned earlier, those
who attend flurch frequently are more likely to have heard of these pro-
grams, perhaps, because many of them are sponsored through the chapel.

Although more couples are aware of marriage enrichment programs than
are interested in attending them, approximately half of the wives and
husbands say they are very likely or somewhat likely to attend one of
these programs. More black husbands and wives expressed interest than
white husbands and wives. Since church attendance is associated with
interest in attending these family enrichment programs, it is recommended
that populations be targeted outside the church to help them understand
the potential for these programs and involvement in them.

Family Clusters. Another prOgram examined was family clustering.
This program, and there are several major formats in the field, requires'
that all members of the family be present Sometimes there are cutoffs
at about six years of age, but that depends on the particular model being
used. They are not "heavy" programs, but are more "play" oriented with
families doing things together that benefit mutual learning and increased
communiation. At the present time, very few couples in the Air Force
are aware of these programs. Only about one out of ten Air Force hus-
bands and wives have ever heard of this kind of experience.
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Single-Parent Groups. Finally, let us look briefly at single-parent
support groups. With the exception of parent education, the support_ pro-
grams examined up to this point are not likely to be very helpful to
single parents due to their marital orientation. However, in relation to
support group involvements of single parents, it was found that less than
half of Air Force single parents were even aware of single-parent support
groups or single-parent organizations such as Parents Without Partners.
Given the increasing numbers of single parents in and outside of the mili-
tary, it is surprising that the level of support program awareness is not
any higher.

Moving from awareness of support groups to participation in such
groups, we find that fewer than one-tenth of Air Force single parents
have actually participated in a singie-parent support group. Most of
those-who had participated were white single parents and frequent church
attenders. When the ages of the children were considered, it was found
that parents of elementary school age children were more than twice as
likely to have attended support groups than parents of preschool or ado-
lescent children. Single parents in the lower enlisted ranks were the
least likely to have participated in .a single-parent support group.
Overall, however, more than half of the sampled single parents expressed
interest in attending one of these groups.

Cone union

The results of this study suggest strongly that Air Force families
will respond to the availability of family support programs and can bene-
fit from participation in these programs. Most of the sampled husbands
and wives who had participated in various family support programs found
them helpful. Couple communication was found to be especially helpful

by those who had attended.

Probably, the most striking finding in regard to the various family
support programs is that practically none of the programs are well known
enough to expect very many families to have participated in them. More
effective Promotion and wider availability of all of these support pro-
grams are needed.

We belieVe that the knowledge that has been derived from this stLiy
will help agencies, chaplains, and all personnel related to or involved
in direct family services to better identify those families needing help.
We hope it will assist in the design and development of family support
programs and strategies. Also, greater understandingd'of Air Force,fami-
lies may also enable chaplains and other family service agents to more
effectively communicate the availability of family supportzervices.
But unfortunately, at the present time, most military members admit that
they do not feel very comfortable going to anyOne for help. We hope
that this is the beginning of a change in that area.
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Research Needs ofLilitsr families

Gerald Croan

I'd like to share with all of You ,very briefly this morning a very
interesting question that was posed to me just a little over a year ago.
That question basically was: What are the unanswered questions about
families in the Navy that are most important for the Navy to find answers
to? Now let me put that in a slightly different way, more in the context
in which it was actually posed. The Navy said in essence, we have a
modest sum of funds which we will dedicate to research on family issues
in the Navy over the next several years. What we would like to know is,
what is the most important type of research that we need to be conduct-

ing? What do we most need to find out that we do not now know? What

will help us with some of the family programs and policies that people
have been talking about today?

That was an interesting question to have posed to you, especially
when you knob there are limited resources and a limited number of ques-
tions which you can attempt to answer. In fact, I would like to ask
each of you to help in that process and consider for a moment: What are
the questions that you feel would be most important for the Navy or any
branch of the military to ask about families in the military and the
issues they pose? I think your thoughts about that will be useful in
future discussions, because in some ways that is an issue that is still
very much under consideration.

Research Roadma Pro ect

The question that I posed is a question that Westinghouse National
Issues Center attempted to answer through a contract with the Office of
Naval Research over the past year. This morning I would like to tell you
very briefly about this project and a little bit about some of the answers

we found. I think the answers from our research tell us something, not
only about our state of knowledge of families in the military, but also
about some of the future directions for programs and policies for mili-
tary families in the 1980's. I will just be able to highlight briefly
this morning some of the key topics that emerged in that plan. It will

be just a teaser, because there are a total of 108 areas that are,iden-
tified in the research plan. I have brought with me.this morning some
copies of the portion of the plan that lists those research areas.

I will give you a little background on the reason this contract
came into being. As the family program grew within theIgavy and concern
over retention and family'program and policy also grew, people like Dr.
O'Keefe in the Navy Family Support Program and Robert HayleSin the
Office of Naval Research felt it was important to develop a program of
research to go hand-in-hand with the servile programming and policy that

was being developed. The objective was to come up with a research plan
or road map that would indicate the type of research the Navy needed to
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be conducting over the next several years with respect to family issues.
Basically, we used a two-prong approach. First, we interviewed people,
asking them questions in much the same way I asked you a couple of minutes
ago. In particlar, we asked them wh.7.t they felt was important.- Second,
we looked at the'research literature on military families.

We started by asking, what are the objectives of the Navy with res
pect to families, because research ought to make a contribtltion to
accomplishing those objectives. After talking to people, we identified
three major objectives-for the program. The first objective was to
improve the awareness within the Navy of the relationship between family
issues and the Navy mission. The second objective was to increase the
level and quality of family support services; and the third was to
improve family support policies and practices through the 6lain of com-
mand. An interview instrument was designed to identify research needed
to help accomplish those three objectives. We then interviewed 96 care-
fully selected people in different degrees of association with the Navy--
people who might have a stake in the research and the answers it might
produce. They included representatives of policy makers within the Navy,
including representatives from the Office of Chief of Naval Operations.
We went to bases and talked with commanding officers and others in
operations positions about the types of questions which were most impor-
tant for them to have answered. We spoke to family pEacticioners, people
who deliver services to families themselves in a variety of capacities;
we talked to researchers in the field: and we talked to family constituency
groups, wives'clubs, and other groups that directly represent families.
And finally, we talked to representatives having policy-making responsibi-
lities in other fal.agLaciel that deal with families.

That set of interviews generated a tremendous volume of research
questions that people felt were important to answer. What we attempted
to do was to synthesize those suggestions, to categorize them, and to
organize them into a sequence of research that would make the most sense
in meeting the objectives which the Navy had in the family area.

We then went to each major research area that was identified and did
a search of the literature. We reviewed in excess of 400 studies that
were related to military families, with a great deal of assistance from
Edna Jo Hunter since she was aware of many of the masters theses or other
studies that are squirreled away some place. Only a few of the studies
are of the calibre and scale of Families- in Blue, and some:others that
have been done recently. For each research area we attempted to assess
the state of current-knowledge and the key gaps in our knowledge base.
The result was this document, which wecall the Roadmap to Navy Family
Research.'' It is a plan that provides a relatively comprehensive descrip-
tion of everything you need to know or might need to know about family
issues in .the Navy. It arrangeS questions:into a logical sequence of
research that might be performed and provides an assessment, of existing
-knowledge gaps for each research area.
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The research topics were divided into several arrays or categories:
generic family issues which tended to cluster around specific problem areas
associated with Navy life--deployment, relocation, and a variety of parti-
cular family service needs. One type of question that arose frequently
had to do with availability of basic information about Navy families - -basic
demographic information which was unavailable or filifficult to obtain in any

systematic fashion. Recent work by Dr. Orthner ant his associates has
begun to provide some insights into basic information on dependents, dual-
career couples, single parents, etc. There is a considerable degree of
difficulty in obtaining even this basic level of information on a routine,
systematic basis. Questions were raised also about the needs of specific
sub-groups in the Navy, such as young enlisted families, for instance.
What types of services do we most need to be able to provide for these
families?

One major category of questions that emerged consistently throughout
the study had to do with the relationship between family issues and the
Navy's mission of readiness for battle. These questions tended to focus
around three issues: performance of personnel, the recruitment of quali-
fied personnel, and finally, the re]i :-nship between family issues and
the retention of qualified personnel thin the Navy. The last one on
retention was mentioned by almost every respondent in our study as a cri-
tical issue on which more information was needed. Both supporters of
family programs and skeptics agreed that this issue is important to the
survival of family programs and services within the military. Differences
in the factors that influence retention for specific groups in the Navy
need to be explored; we need to know how family related concerns affect
retf Jo for first-term enlisted families compared to"mid-term officers
with school-age children. The feeling was that retention factors would
operate differently air different groups. Another question raised about
retention-was, what are the characteristics of people who leave the mili-
tary for family related reasons? Are they high performers in critical
skills' areas, or low performers who present multiple problems for the

Navy?

Another major research 'emphasis that evolved was a preference for

action-oriented research. Many felt that it is time to get on with
actual delivery of'services and interventions to see what impact they
have. Even among skeptics, there was a feeling that the proof was in
the pudding that the most persuasive, research which might be done would
be to experiment with actual interventions and see what impact they have,
both on family problems and on issues like retention and performance of
personnel.

The types of interventions that. are suggested were of two types:
1) the provision of services to families to help them cope with different
aspects of Navy life and the strains which'areLIphergnt in it; and 2)
changes in routine Navy policies and practices, both at the headquarters
and command levels, which might eliminate or reduC\thc amount of stress
generated. The suggested interventions fell into a ''couple of different

areas, centering particularly on deOloyffient relocation, and'specific
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family service areas. For example, from a policy perspective, the ques-
tion was raised as to whether or not it would be feasible to design,
test, and implement variations in the length and frequency of deployment.
How do different patterns'affect families, and do these have a differen-
tial affect on performance and retention? We might also examine prac-
tices of commanding officers aboard ships during deployment with respect

i/

to family -ship communications, petiti ns for emergency leave, etc.
Similarly, we can look at relocation flexibility and criteria which might
take into account the special needs of families in transfers. We need to
know more about the development of-support services around relocation,
such as assistance in locating jobs for spouses in new areas. What types
of impact would these have on families, their attitudes toward the mill -
Lary, and the retention and performance of personnel?

An interesting caution that was raised on the issue of designing
service interventions was: How do we communicate with families who are
most in need of services? What are the communication patterns of some
of those groups. How do we break into their communication patterns to
make them aware of services and to provide services in a way in which
families are most likely to accept? As one base officer indicated, "I
do not want to run into the problem again of throwing a party to which
no one came." How do wF2 break that type of a cycle?

Finally, we asked people to look at over 20 family services and tell
us which of these they felt were most important to get more information
about, both because of the severity and prevalence of the service need
and because of a lack of information in that area. Each of these service
areas was then ranked in importance. The highest on the list, not sur-
prisingly, was medical and dental services for families. Close behind
that was information and referral services. These were followed by
deployment assistance, housing services, financial counseling, child
care, and marital counseling in that order. In several of these areas,
there is information in the research plan on some of the critical topics
that need careful research and exploration.

I have been,able to cover only a few highlights this morning. More
detailed information is contained in the Roadmap, which is available
through the Defense Technical InfOrmation Service.
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Research Session

Dr. Dennis K. Orthner, Coordinator

Introduction "summary presentation by Dr. Orthner)

Research on military families has really been mushrooming over the
past several years, but it is evident from our session that we have only
just begun to learn some of the things that we need

and
know. At,the pre-

sent time, our efforts are fragmented, competitive nd often oriented
toward situational problems. Clearly, what we need is some basic infor-
mation about demographics and sure base-line information about the qual-
ity of life in military families today.

Too often, military researchers and research on military families
has been artificially separated from mission concerns.- This separation
has alienated many commanders, particularly those who see these efforts
as the work of do-gooders. We need to recognize where these leaders are

kt

coming, from, work with them, and let them see hit we can offer them
help in solving the day-to-day problems they ate. When we do that, we
will gain their respect aid their cpoperation and we will begin to gather
and disseminate the information that is needed to improve leadership as
well as needed family services.

Issues and es

More understandin of the impact. f families on retention deci-
sions is needed, rticularly the process through which these
decisions.are made and the outcomes of this process. We have
poor information on this process to date.

We need to know more about the attitudes of local communities
toward military bases and members and how these attitudes
influence member and family,Morale.

The respective desfres'and willingness to utilize military and
civilian personnel and family services are not well understood.
What is the cost effectiveness of providing comprehensive mili-
tary benefits in CONUS?

Need more good longitudinal and e-
address causal issues.

mental research that will

Links between program developments and mission responsibilities
must be more carefully spelled out in future efforts.

Retrospective, post-hoc research efforts should be avoided as
much as possible and given a less important role in setting
policy.
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Need to recognize complexity of family typologies in the military
and gather data which reflect the situations and needs of these
many different kinds of families:

Problems of confidentiality myst)e more carefully addressed,
particularly as they impact on the research- generated by service
agenCies.

More studies of family separations are needed. We do not yet know
the factors that determine the differences between families who do
and do not cope well with those separations. Knowledge of these
factors is important for proper intervention and programming.

To what extent do such things as benefits, wages and expectations
impact upon the morale of military members and families? Which
quality of life issues are most important to which families? We

do not know the answers to these questions as yet.

There are few studies which have compared Military and civilian
families. Therefore,,we do not understand very well the differ-
ence between the needs of these families or the way in which
family programs must be tailored to meet these needs.

Since most members come in unmarried, we need to know more about
the expectations' of spouses who are coming into the system and
the extent to which theae are realistic.

Obstacles

Too much emphasis on "quick and dirty" studies with limited
impact. Not enough Support for large scale, longitudinal,
experimental research.

Inadequate funding for fathily related research in the military
services. There is a lack of sponsoring agencies for this
research, particularly in the Air Force and in the other services
as well.

Commanders often feel threatened
ribt to know and to lead by their
research will upset the order of
leadership. Outside researchers
this obstacle.

Privacy Act problems.
is often blocked with

Access to spouses and
.,an inadequate picture

by research. Some would prefer
hunches. Others are afraid that
their command and threaten their
are particularly vulnerable to

Access to records, personnel and families
little. or no substantial basis.

'children is often limited, thereby giving
of family dynamics and needs.

The Office of Management and Budget-plades limits on surveys and
alio adds delays and costs to projects even when other service

. agencies have already given a thorough review -of the research

methodology and instruments.
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Lack of research knowledge by commanders. This results in the
equal weighting a ,good and poor research and an overall pdor
regard for the benefits of quality research efforts. '

Ignorance of military situations, language,'and need on the part
of the civilian family research community. This-lack of urpler-
standing leads to inadequate methodologies and poor inferences
drawn from the research.

Resources

ofessional personnel inside the services who work with families..
ese include such personnelaspsychiatrists, psychologists,

social workers, chaplains, and personnel officers, including many
commanders. 'These and other interested.personashould be con
;acted regarding research plans.

Outside research community, including academic and private
researchers. Usuall: more Up-to-date competencies it methodology
and statistics among civilian researchers.

.Funding requests for unsolicited research proposals m military
families ,can be submitted to the Office of Naval Research and
the Army Research Institute. In the Air Force, AFSOR has very
limited funds for this.

The National Institutes of Health have been welcoming proposals
on military families over the past two years.

Various agencies within the servl,r;es have the potential for spon-
soring research, if they become aware of the need for good infor-
mation and the value of quality,research,data. Evaluative
research is part{ ..early needed by many agencies that service the
needs of military families.

Some'state and federal agencies have an interest in some of the
populations represented among military families. The Office on
Aging, for example, may sponsor research on three generational
families where an elderly parent is a dependent of the military
Member.

Strategies for Improvement

More team research should be employed. This could include
research teats with representatives from in-service and civilian
research programs or cooperative research efforts that bring
together the skills of persons from several crganizations.
Interdisciplinary teams would be particularly advised since
problem areas are often quite complex.
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More inter - service researchie needed. Family research, should be
coordinated in many areas in which there are overlappifiginterests
of the services. A Depaftment of Defense level agency would best
handle these kinds of research efforts, but at the present -time:
there does noE appear to be an appropriate family agency at that
level. DOD should be, appraised of this.need'and become involved
in this effort.

More opportunities for exchange are -needed between military and
civilian personnel interested in research policy and program
developments in the military. .More tri-service exchange s also
necessary so that duplication of efforts is reduced and informa-
tion.dan be'exchanged.

A ournal or comprehensive newsletter?on military families; is
ded. This would provide a forum for the exchange of new
ormation and (improve the peer review process so that

quality of military family research can be improved..

omments From the Session

"There are some tremendous problems in deployment separations among,
a subset of people but to make statements like, 'all these families are
going to hell because -their husbands leave,' is inaccurate yet we don't
know the answers. This area desperately needs research."

"What about the man? How does, he cope with these military separa-
tions? We don't know much about what he thinks about when he is gone and
how this influences his reintegration into his family."

"Instead of paying the member a minimum sAlary and then providing
benefits which are often inadequate, maybe we should consider providing
our military people with a good salary which can be put into the market-
place to purchase the quality of life the member chooses. What impact
would this have ?"

"We are going to have a very diffidult time improving the situation
for our military people unless we can affect their attitudes and the
attitudes of the general society toward the efficacy anddesirability of
military service. We just don't know how malleable these attitudes are
and what we can do to change them."

"The Privacy Act is often used as an excuse to limit access to mili-
tary families when the real issue is the military leaders do not want to
know the truth."

"So much poor research is relied upon by commanders that good research
is thus overshadowed, simply because the sample sizes .are smaller. Command-
ers are often awed by the numbers of people in the sample without looking
at tue response rates Or the sampling procedures used."
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"When planning future research efforts, we really should look at the
implications for all the services and, when possible, getcomparative data
from members of the different branches."

"The kind of research that has unfortunately been most influential in
influencing_ military policy makers has been retrospective research. Ques-
tions such as 'Why did you leave the service?' are unlikely to yield valid
information."

"Links must be carefully made between the family support systems on
bases and the missions of those bases. We need to knows -how directly
linked those are, not just assume a tangential link."

"We do not know how much the availability of confidentiality influ-
ences the use on attitudes toward family and personal services. Medical
people'often do not see this as a problem and this may lead to selective
Utilization and the misperceptions of problems."
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Folic Session

Dr. Robert Rice, Coordinator

Introduction (from the summary presentation by pr. Rice)

Social policy is a rational effort to change our environment for a
purpose. It is pUrposeW intervention and an exercise of power. Some
policies which affect.milltAry families are explicit and debatable, which
means they can be exposed and discussed. Other policies are implicit,
not in print and.more difficult to expose and debate. Both types of
policy were brought out into the open and dischised.

Some of us began to say, how can we really affect policy? How can we
get more powerful in the whole policy area than we are? What are the com-
ponents of getting some strength in policy? We came. up with several ideas,
among them that one of the areas of power in policy development is informa-
tion. We found that our activities in working with, families give us access
to information that can be communicated to people who are making decisions
about policy. We also founcrwe could increase our strength by working hard
building linkages and coalitions with others. That did notmean just other
organizations on the outside, but it also meant developing more cooperation
with people within.and throughoht the military.

There was some discussion about, and probably some tension between,
two particular kinds of networks for policy to impact:' informal support
networks, and support networks made up of formal organizations. The .

issue was raised that if we pay attention only to fdrmal organizations,
then we get more of the same. We would be emphasiiiniproblems, turning
around and explaining those problems, and wanting more help forthose :)ro-
blems. Hopefully, issues facing us in military family policy are broader
than that. Therefore, we became concerned also with the development of
informal networks that can be used not so.much for pathology, but rather
to strengthen intact functioning families.

Critical Issues and Priorities

There is a serious need at the present time for involvement in the
development of policies for special populations. This includes
single Parents, military couples, even married members in general
to some extent.

o More information about families and family needs is required.
before effective policies can be built. Data sathering should
be the first phase in building family policy.

Lack of cooperation between agencies and groups interested ih
military, families leads to a splintering of efforta'and little
effect or policy making.
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Family policy is very complex with many impinging variables.
Therefore, expertise is' needed, from as many different areas as
possible.

Military family policies are set at many different levels,
including, federal, service, base, etc. Policies must be separated
according,to their level to find out their source, flexibility and
resources for implementation.

Obstacles

There are many informal policies that influence military families
but these are not easily made subject to debate and reconsidera-
tion;

Commanders can and do block the. implementation of policies and
programs that do not conform to their definitions of mission
support.

Lack of data with which to impress military leadership of the
need to change or to develop policies for military families.

Lack of knowledge as to how current policies are viewed limits
the pressure that can 1^e brought to change policies.

Competitiveness between family support groups makes it difficult
for them to join together to influence the development, of common
policy needs.

sources

Outside agencies that can more objectively assist the military
in developing family policies.

Family support and service agencies within the services should
be more explicit in their policy-making roles.

Strategies for Improvement

Data gathering efforts need to be expanded so that sound ini rma-
tion is available for policy makers., This is the first step to
developing effective policies.

Formal and informal linkages must be made between family support
groups in.order to consolidate interests and more strongly influ-,
ence the making of policies that affect families.

Policy evaluation is needed at this time. Not enough is known
about the effects of current policies and the extent to which
they are implemented.
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More., proactive policies need to be established. This means
developing and reinterpreting policies to improve family life
and other than only addressing family problems.

Family: service centers and agencies must beginto advocate family
policies at the base level instead of just interpreting them.
This means working more closely with commanders to affect changes
instead of just reacting to it.

Comments From the Session

"A serviceman may hear time after time after time that the service
'takes care of it's own' but he also learns pretty quickly that this does
not include 'his own' wife and children."

"There isca mythology that dependents are being taken care of which
the member is deployed, but no such policy really exists in fact."

"We really need to make our family service centers advocates for
family policy in the services. They should be helping to make policy,
not just reacting to policies made elsewhere."

"We need to be helping families to understand current family policies
in their service. Many are ignorant of the policies that impact upon
them. Wives, for example, should be encouraged to learn. about their role
in national.- defense."

"We must begin to catalogue and rev . our military policies that
impact upon families and determine what .weir real effects 'Are."

"To assist us in making family policies; we need to hand better
connections to resources and agencies that can help us interpret what we
are doing and how we can.do it better."

"Commanders often set policies' but these change with every change of
commanciso the troops learn that policies are inconsistent instead of
consistent"

"The policies which -govern best are those which govern least; that
is, they are well understood by everyone from the top to the bottom. We
need more of these in the family area."



Enrichment Session

Capt. David Hunsicke, CHC, USN
Coordinator

Introduction (from summary presentation by Capt. Aker)
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In terms of priorities and issues, we decided that o-r first priority
is awareness, awareness, awareness. In terms of family: eeds and mhatever
enrichment opportunities are going to flew out of those needs, we found
that research is necessary, particularly in 'making the linkage between
needs and these things we talked about this morningretention and readi-
ness. We have to make that kind of direct linkage. We also have to have
policies in support of. enrichment so thatwhen,an individual moves off the
scene, you do not lose your whole momentum and begin back at square one
again.

We also noted that cross- generational models for enrichment seem to
have the best capacity for dealing with many of our family issues. They
have a holding power to them or an interest powerto them that a lot of
the other enrichment:programs do not possess. We also need to address
ourselves to those individuals who are out in the main stream. It is easy'
totouch those who are easily accessible to enrichment strategies,-but
what about those individuals who cannot read the nice brochures you put
out? Or can't read and understand the media-blitz? We have.a growing
community of those people in the military who are in that category. We
need strategies for getting those people involved in our enrichment pro-
grams. They are the ones who so often desperately need enrichment in
many different areas of their lives.

Critical Issues and.Priorities

There is little community awareness of the personal and family
enrichment programs and possibilities offered on bases. This is
particularly.true of the families with the greatest need for
enrichment.

/
Researchis needed to justify the expansion of enrichment progra s.
Commanders do not understand the need without the facts to -ack it
up.

Policies that support enrichment must be established at the
highest levels so that there is continuity in program support
when {changes in cotand occur.

More cross-generational programs that include whole families need
to be developed and implemented on bases.

Lack of communication channels to families hinder efforts to
advertise. programs and help families realize that there are
support systems available to them.
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There'has been a decline in the'supportive nature of the military
community,: increasing the,need for new support group developments.
Commanders are often unaware of this significant change.

Enrichment programs for singles are important as well, not only to
help them with their personal skills but to help them form more
realistic marriage objectives.

Programs are often developed on bases with little communication to
other bases of hoi they were developed and what effects they have.
This leads to splintering of efforts.'

Many of our good programs are middle-class in orientation and
character. Often, these are not very useful or acceptable to
lower-educated couples and families.

Enrichment programs for some groups are not yet well developed,
particularly single parents and blended families.

Obstacles

Commanders who do not mnderStand the importance of family growth
can effectively block enrichment efforts.

f

Information may not get to families because it is withheld by
members who fear that enrichtent will,threaten their authority
in the home.

Program possibilities and modalities are often spread by word-of-
mouth since there are few effective channels of communication to
exchange information across service or between service agencies
that support families.

Local community agencies can feel overtaxed by military personnel
and not understand the needs of military families.

Child care is not often available_for enrichment groups, thereby
limiting access to these programs by many parents ,who cannot
afford to pay-for this care.

Families with problems are not often part of groups that support
family enrichment so they have no pressure and see little oppor
-unityjor change.

Resources

Chaplain boards in the services often have full use and in °mo-
tion about enrichment programs.

Educational institutions, such as universities, have students who
can do research, provide need assessments, and Iielp in the develop-
ment of programs.-

4
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Media resources such as J. C. Penney provide,valuabl and nter-
esting packages to complement family programs.

United Way agencies have developed a scheme for identifying and
categorizing enrichment programs. This can be used go select
the programs that best fit needs.

ArMy Family Life Centers can provide information on the utility
of selected programs among military families.

Marriage enrichment programs that have demonstrated their value
include: marriage encounter, AGAPE, serendipity, and ACME.

Couple communication training programs have also been founcl to
be very valuable.

Family enrichment programs that are intergenerational in scope
include INTERACT, Understanding Us, and Family Clusters programs.
The Family Time program is also valuable.

For parents,-YET, STEP, and the Adlerian programs have been well
received and useful. Programs particularly oriented toward
adolescents and parents of adolescents are needed..

For couples anticipating marriage, a new program, PREPARE,
now available.

o e

Commanders should be involved in the programs- from the very
beginning. Not only should they be informed,'but-encouraged
to participate and lend their support.

Communication about enrichment possibilities and needs should be
entered into the-command network so that leaders are aware of
their potential impact on mission concerns. This-will encourage.
continuity in changes of command.

Research efforts-on'the linkage between family programming' and
morale and. retention should be initiated immediately.. This will
enhance the development of program effortS.-

Free public announcements on radio and television should be uti7
lized to make families aware-of programs.

Community networking needs to be done. Contact local agencies and
work with theM to help them provide More effective services for
military families.

Enrichment programs for: ingles should be impleMented, partic-
ularly those that help these men.and women deal with anger and
loneliness and develop toping skills.
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dDevelop community calendars that inform base personnel and agencies
of enrichment opportunities in the local community.

Provide child-care opportunities at very low rates for family pro-
grams. Teenagers 'older parents on the base can be used for
this.

Coritact local and-state universities for assistance in program-,
developments.- Offer them. internship possibilities for their stu-

.dents.

Develop hotclines for contact and referral. These can help
troubled families and provide an avenue by which they can learn
of needed resources available to them.

Offer programs during duty hours and get the commanders' support
for attendance.

Medical personnel should be thoroughly briefed and regularly
infoiMed of family, support efforts. They can help them in their
referral.

Ombudsmen must be fully briefed so that they know there arepre-
ventative programs to which families can be directed.

Comments From the Session'
7Th

"Among 50% of the families I counsel with, the problem is lack of
commitment or lack of suppOrt by the service member for their family.
We need to strengthen these commitments."

"It is important to remember that family enrichment prograMs need to
strengthen individuals' as well as telationships because when a family is
separated, the member has tr, carry his or her family with them in their
head."

"Many programs, and possibilities are initiated in.the -upper echelons
but they never really get the support they need at the base level."

"We have not been effective in getting the word out on what we are
doing and offering. It takes more than passing out flyers."'

"Very. few bases have a hot line where they can call to get help."
.rclt

"The commanders are in a different syStem from us. They are all

mission if they want to be promoted and. many of them_ could care less
.abut the enrichment of families."

"Research is critical. I need t&J be able to=go r6my commander with
data to show him that enrichment. is important. Then if I tell him what

my office can do to,.program this enrichment, he can command-directthe
effort and I accomplish my objective.



"We really need better information on programs, what works.or what
doesn't. We need more evaluation of our programs."

'Ne need public awareness of the problets we are having keeping good
personnel. It is politically feasible to say we are going to build more
ships but we can't even man those that we have."

"We need to get our leaders involved-in o.,Ir programs, because uo.ce
they have gotten the emotional-psychological support they offer, then
they will be effective salesmen for them."

"We have found that if you want the troops to come, you do your pro-
fgrayinggraing during duty hours and you get the commanders' support.'
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family Stress Session

Hamilton I. McCubbin, Coordinator

Introduction (from summary presentation by Dr. McCubbin)

Our group tried to focus on the major stress areas or hardships mili-
tary families face; We tried to isolate what appear.to be the obstacles
in meeting family needs and then skipped, the resources and went right to
strategies. In setting the stage for the issue on'stress, I think we .

emphasized a couple of major points which we would like to share with you.

When you-focus on stress, you move away from the traditional notion
that. families have problemstuward the belief that families have stresses
and hardships. It's a shift in emphasis away from the treatment of fami-
lies - pathology - to the prevention of family hardships. It's a, movement
away from treating families and telling families what to do to figuring
out strategies to help, families help themselves. Wei also" thought it was a
shift in emphasis away from specific programs like child abuse; wife
abuse, or_fighting in the.family. Instead of a reactive strategy in 'work-
ing with f4Ailies,.we needran active strategy. In ocher words, an empha-
sis on policy.

Effective policies should address and improve a. family's well -being
instead of waiting for them to face a major ditaster when shaping programs
to fit that specific need. This requires a.shLft in emphasis away from
issues -specific problems that families-haVe--toward a look at the larger
question of why' families in general have problems.

The final point that we wanted to'make was that we'd like to figure
out ways to help families cope, and adapt better,. one of the themes empha-
sized in this morning's session. -This'brings us;to some of the_basic
issues regarding the.stresses families experience.

Critical Issues and Priorities

There is a lack of r_. entat ve programming to help .families cope
more effectively with stress. To much emphasis'haVe been placed
solely on treatieLt programs.

Better communication is necessary. The lack af direct communica7
tion between the military service leaders and families often
yields miscommunication, anxiety, and family stress: It also
suggests insensitivity to what goes on in families aid td family:
needs.

Ignorance of programs that are available compound problems. -Many
families are really unaware of what is available to them. Often,
this goes back to the communication .problem, especially since
information is filtered through the service, member.
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Mous n is-a frequent stress point for families, especially in
terms of allocation by need.

Finandial-problems are a basic source of stress; Temporary relief

has come from Congress, but families remain anxious about future
raises,'inflation pressures, and alternatives in the civilian
labor market.

The legitimation of families in the military is unsure. There

remain teal questions about whether family issues are really
important.to. military leaders. Many doubt the long-term commit-
ment of the,military to family needs.

Separation and relocation are regular.predictable events in the
military, but they are stressors nonetheless. 14e need to know

more about who does and does not adapt well to varying kinds of
assignments.

4
0 .The lack of coordination in services is a real problem for
:lamilies, particularly those in, the Most need. ,

Inter-service and intra-service program competitiveness ofteh ,

6places, an4mphasig'on quantity rather than quality of programming.
The quality of.a'program is not measured.by the number of secialt,
workers or chaplains involved but by the ability-of that program
to meet 'a-need with competence.

CommanderS-often increase stress, perhaps unknowingly, by taking
the attitude that'family concerns are the problem of the troops,
Only when they disrupt unit or base operations do they-want to
get involved. ,

Obstacles

'The tirivacy, Adt is used o'limit:a-program's ability to get infor-
mation directlTto families.. Instead, they must go through the

,

membekwho dees,not always pass along needed information.

-sack --of congressional commitment to family issues-in the military

is evident. Hardwarerares more concern than the people who run

the hardware.'

Military leaders-are not equally committed to reducing family
-streSs sosthis leads to spotty.programming, rises and falls in
emphasAs, and an unsure future for current program efforts.
Quality, stress-reducing programs must have continuity' and visi-

bility to be effective. This takes time and consistent support.

There ig an,ambiguoUs fear of government intervention in family

life. Ef!orts to improve the life of families run the,risk of
being labeled as "intruders." ls slows down programs that
are really.needed and wanted .by
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Militdry families should form a power group that advocates their
needs. Military leaders react to Avigenceof power and familie
9hOilid band together t'o influence-policiesthat will help them- -

selves and the military in the long run.

1

Communication channels need to be opened uP`so that the military
organization can dommunidate.directly with familie. They will
get information more accurately and quickly to families and also
make military leaders more\aware of the needs of their families.

Regular briefings should be\held for commanders at all levels,
informing them not only about families havingproblems, but
about things families need ink, the long run.

Programs and resources for families must be better coordinated.'
The Family Service Centers are a start, iput,this effort must
spread and be adopted by the other services as well.

An inter-service task force on family issues should be formed at
the DOD level.- This would reduce competition, and increase the
exchange of information and cooperation between family support
agencies in the branches of the military service.

Comments From the Session

"W6 need to focus on prevention. The military has been geared for
too long on treatment problems. Our past-emphasis has been on reacting
to stregs, not dealing with its source."

"The.basic assumption of commanders is-that 'I have my -unit to take
'care of and what a man. does with his family is his problem.' As is often
,said, 'Christopher.Coluthns.didn't need a family. support canter'. "'

, -

"I have a lot of,wives I- deal with that say no one recognized me as
important, no one sees me as real. I am not real to my husband's command,
not real to the people in the community. What am I?"

"There is,a command'attitude problem that I refer to as 'fraternity
hazing'--I went throughit and made it without any of these supports-so
why should I be wining to give them to anyone else?"

'We have inconsistency At the VT command in support of family-
orie,ted policies."

"the military services--Army, Navy, Air Force and Marinesneed to
work more together. There are not Air Force needs, Army needs, and so
on. -me, are military needs."

"We need to have more innovativd programs that reach out to these
very isolated families."
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"It seems like there should be a lot of high -level coordination of
family programs in the different services so that each service con find
out directly how the :her services are approaching a particular problem
and how it is workirc' f,or them. Instead of competition at that level,
let's be cooperative and Aare ideas."
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CounseliniSession

Dr. Edna J. Hunter, Coord-na

In roducti_ (from summary presentation by Dr. Hunter)

We started out by saying, what are we talking about? What is counsel-
ing military families? Are we.talking about a very narrow definition of,
counseling or looking at it very broadly? We finally decided on a very
broad definition of counseling,

Many problems were mentioned, but the lack of money certainly came up
over and over again. Also, taching high-risk families that .the service
really doesn't care are major problems. Actual fear of service appears (to
be raLapant, not only general fear,: but fear that if they ask for help th_,
w'll handicap their service member. Families are afraid that what they
say will not be held confidential. This is a real problem we need to get
through to them so that they really understand what a program,is, what it
can do for them, and how to take advantage of it.

Critical Issues and Priorities

More positive emphasis on family mental health is needed. There
should be more proactive and preventative programs for military
families. Accentuate the positive.

Family separations and reunions is an area still needing atten-
tion.

More family life education is needed, especially information for
family members, wives' briefings on missions, information on how

1 ,

to cope with the stress of separation, and information on base
and community resources.

There is a problem with\the lack of coordination of existing ser-
Vices, b\ ethzmilitary and civilian.

Special eed faMilies should be highlighted. These includ- fami-
lies withchildrer having special physical'or learning,proble
single-parent fomilies, bicultural/ethnic families, joint-spous
families,blerided famil_-_ and younger, high-risk families.

Basic.demo raphic informatioa is needed so that prograth planners
can know something of their potential clientele.

Need to knoW mote about prevalence of family violence and drug
and alcohOl abuse.
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Major Obstacles

Lack of basic demographic information and the Privacy Act as a
barrier to collecting statistics and updating taem on a regular
basis.

lnadq uate funding to develop treatment and preventatiVe programs.

Senior and commanding officers who do not realize the importance.
of family cncerns to the mission.

Inter-service and inter-agency rivalries that limit the growth of
programs.

Lack of competent scarf both in number and training. Too much
mobility of staff with little continuity in programming.

Inadequate information distribution about the availability of
family programs.

Inability to provide the confidentiality that service. membeis
:teed.

Improvement

There is a need for education of commanding officers and education
of base communities to make them more aware of family support
services that are available to them.

Money is needed for the training of family service staffs, to up-
grade their Skills and increase their competences for working with
families with special problems.

More 'flexible assigudent policies are needed for high-risk and
special-needs families.

Better coordination of counseling,programs\should be developed.
Counseling is currently being offered. by a variety of different
agencies, often with little awareness of what\t-e others are doing.

A joint armed services/civilian task force on military families
should be established. This task force would advis\in the coor-
dination and establishment of military family servicesNand poli-
cies.

Comments From the Session

"Let's accentuate the positive. Let's look at more active, preventa-
tive programs'instead of just programs that simply, react to problems."
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"We need to make the base community more aware .of the sources that
are available. This means not only briefing commanders, but service mem-
bers and families as well."

"Specialized programs for high-risk and special-needs families are
desperately heeded. This includes family violence, drugs, alcohol, chemi-
cal abuse, families with handicapped individuals or other special pro-
blems."

"A major obstacle to quality programming is the transiency of mili-
tary staff, especially since they are usually there for only a short time.
Not only are they overloaded, they cannot follow up. And they move on so
theta isn't any continuity of service delivery."

"The lack of adequate staffing is complemented by a lack of.hot lines
and a.lack of continuity of policy in family programming. Programs seem
to come and go depending on the enthusiasm and motivation of the person in
charge at the time."

"We need to have more hot lines and dial-a-regulation lines to which
families can call for information when they have problems."
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Workshop Evaluation

(Based on 52 responses - 46% of those who attended)

Primary goal for attending the workshop:

Exchange of s- 21%
Increase skills in working with military families- 10%
Learn about military families and programs- 40%
Improve understanding of programs and possibiiicies- 29%

Amount of useful information lea ed:

A great deal- 64%
A fair amount- 36%
Little or None- 0%

Helpfulness of the sessions in increasing awareness ofmilitary family needs:

Morning General Sessions Afternoon Workshop Sessions

36% Very helpful 44%
.60% Somewhat help_ Jul . 56%.

4% Not sure 0%
0% Not helpful 0%

Overall, do you feel your- participation was-.a good use or
investMent of your time?

Yes- 96%
No- 0%

Undecided- 4%
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MILITARY FAMILY STRESS

Capt Kathleen A. Meiss-Dommeyer, BSC, ACSW
USAF Hospital, Yokota AB, Japan

Presentation for the National Council on Family Relation'
"Quality of Family Life in the Military"

21 October 1980
Portland, Oregon

INTRODUCTION:

The Air Force Community today has become unequivccallv aware and increasingly
articulate at all levels of leadership and participation'about the concerns for
the stresses of military life on the family. It particular pleasure for 4
as an Air Force ,Social Work Clinician, to Abe able to discuss my personal:ex-
peliences, thoughts and ideas on the important issue of family strs in 1980,
the Air Force's "year of the family".

While stationed at Yokota AB, Japan, over theyast two years, I havz personally
observed the effects of the stresses of military-life overseas on the, Air Force
family. From this experience, I have come to the opinion that family stresses
are one of the basic environmental factors that must be addressed to maintain
a vital, ready military force in the future. I come to this conclusion because
I believe the well-being of the family is the Backbone to a strong, capable and
productive military member.

II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND COALS:

From the vantage point that (1) families are experiencing significant stress; (2)
this stress affects the well -being of the family; and (3) the well-being of the
family, directly contributes to the capability and performance of the military
member the first concern of the clinician is for the%quilityand adequacy of
professional services available to the military family. These' services must
be capable of treating the family - in,distress, maintaining thejamily!bordering on
difficulties'and.preventing the family 'from succumbing to the strfitaes Of mili-
Kary life. In order to achieve these goals, attention must ultimately focus
on the issues of service effectiveness and cost efficiency as an inherent
and necessary part of any evaluation of current services and proposal for
future changes. This in turn can only be achieved when adequate knowledge of
the problem exists. For the clinician; -this requires4applied research.

What I want to propose is one basic approach to the conceptualization of our
topic - Family Stress - by the presentation'of what might be one building block
towards the development of a better, systithatic evaluations of human service
needs for the military family and a-foundation for future program development.

III. FAMILY STRESS: A DEFINITION..

amily stress is a_function of thfee specific "factors-in-relationship" for- any'
given family. These are: quantity of stress factors, intensity of stress fac7
tors and capabilities of the given family. This definition of family stress
lends itself easily to an algebraic formula for thq purposes of.research. '



IFS = Xi LS

(IFS.= individual Family Stress Score, = the sum of individual X' actors,

Xi = individual stress factor i, LSi = individual life stress weight factor i.)

The individual family stress Score (IFS) provides a basic definitional relation-
ship by which researcher can begin to collect and review data, select or.
develop meaningful instruments to measure the elements in family stress and
begin the task of applying advanced statistical analysis. In summary, the
formula proposed here clears the way for applied research to begin defining
family stress in practical, concrete terms. Only after this is accomplished
can specific strategies be evaluated for their potential to influence the nature
of stress..on military familieS.

The usefulness of adopting the Individual Family Stress Score for the basis
of zuture research lies in its power to collect and organize our data; to change,
control or alleviate specific stress. factors; to develop diagnostic tools and
screening procedures for families slated for particularly stressful duty
assignments; and to establish policies which will achieve the results desired.
Last but not least, utilization of this fundamentil theoretical approach to the
study-of family stress, provides the-framework to evaluate in advance the cost-
effectiveness of one strategy over another.

For persons interested in further exploration of the development of the Individual
Family Stress Score as a bas4 for research, please contact the author in care
of USAF Hospital Yokota AB, APO San Francisco,. California 96328. Autovo- 225-

.5555 or 225-7329.



COUNSELING THE MILITARY. FAMILY
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Counseling is a broad and frequently confusing term. itvhasibecome a term
used to cover an almost limitless ra_ge of exchanges betwsPnja socially
defined "expert" and a "person-in-need".. Counseling occurs when some type
of information or advice is provided to An individual, couple, or family,
to inable them to more effectively Barry out a life activity. Foremost
to the efte!,rve counselor-counselee encounter must be theclear and explicit
definition *I'. needs of the individual and the purpose for the counseling
activity. Tholactivity of counseling typically includes the assessment of
an individual'S ability, knowledge and/or interpersonal skills to deal with
a particular issue of concern. /

The typical Air Force community has a wide variety of counseling resources
and services available. These include: military: career Counseling, financial
counseling, drUg and alcohol coLLseling, equal opportunity counseling,
spiritual counseling and mental ealth counseling. Overseas, these resources
take on a special importance bet use they often represent the only resources
available to an Air Force member and his or her family./

Over the two years I have been s rving overseas as a.Clinical Social. Worker,-
I have become increasingly conce ned about the manner /and timing of profession
al intervention with problems of marital discord and'apouse abuse. I have
observed that the majority of Air Force counseling resources are not tasked,
and at times unqualified to handl marital, problems. /Those tasked to provide
marital counseling, chiefly the ch plains and mental/health professionals,
are frequently not perceived as av_ilable and/or appropriate to those,"couples-
in-need". The result all too often is that the couple does not obtain help
at a time when they could most effe ively use it. When they are seen by
a professional,* is often upon dem nd of the sponior's first.sergeant or
commander, and frequently beyond a point when the couple can benefit from
the professional's expertise.,

Now does this ac ally happen? At Yok to AB, I have found people very\re-
sistant to. seeking help on their own fo marital problems through the tra-
ditional mental health clinic. Real or not, military members perceive the
clinic as an admiistrative arm of the A r Force which has the capability of
taking away or preventing access to secu ity clearances.

threat"

with the potential
to jeopardize ones military career. Som- active duty members feel so strong-
ly about this "preceived reat" thatthe- will forbid their spouses from
going there for help:-

Non-active duty spouses have reported to me when ; they have refer ed,themselVes



to the mental health clinic: "I just have to talk to someone, but I

don't want m husband to know rhave come to see you: He told me it would
ruin his cares- and told me never to go see anyone at mental health."
These spouses ov rwhelmingly report that the problem is; "It's my marriage,
but my husband re :es to see anyone. He says it's not anyone's business",

At Yokota AB,:we have a high percentage of lei- cultural couples where the
,non-active duty spouse is Asian born. Of this, approximately 39% of base

families, the majority are non-Christian faiths, This group often has

difficulty relating to pastoral marital. counseling.'

'till another significant factor which affects the acquisition and timing
of marital services provided Air Force couples is a consequence of the
unwillingness of our_population-in-need to use the traditional professional
resources. The couple who)minot resolve its marital issues.without help
typically becomes increasingly frustrated and emotionally,depleted until
they result in having a domestic incident. This frequently also involves

spouse abuse. A domestic incident is responded to immediately:by the
security police who control the situation until the sponsor's first sergeant
or -unit commander arrives on the scene. At this point, the first Sergeant,
or commander interviewd the couple, assesses the situation-and determines

the appropriate action. Follow -up appointments with the first sergeant

are a routine prOcedure. Basic counseling advice about''living in harmony"

is provided. If the problem,appears to need additional attention, information
and referral is provided to the couple about the availability of counseling-
througbthe chaplainsand the mental health clinic.

This procedure is pitted. with problems. It places first sergeants in the

implicit position of clinical diagnosticians-. The firSt sergeants I have had

the opportunity to work with are highly dedicat-ed, concerned people who
frequently have education and sometimes credentials in counseling. The

',real .problem is that counseling and diagnostic skills are. different. To

the unknowledgeable diagnostician, one cr)uple arguing frequently looks like

another, and\those couples with serious; need for professional help frequently
do not present obvious symptoms of the severity of their need to the counselor
unknoWledgeable of what to look for and ask about. Likewise, one counseling
strategy-may-work for one couple; but unless the counselor.can diagnose the
marital"situation adequately and select from a variety of the therapeutic
strategies, one:problem is treated like another. These are some of the counsel-

ing dilemmas I haVe observed in my Air Force community. They represent prob-

lems resulting from a gap in family counseling services to the military
family that I have; in collaboration with'Dr. Kip Patterson, Yokota's Base
Psychologist, attempted to respond to in our local community!,

4.

In January 1980, Dr. PattersonandJ opened a pilot human service center

called the Taproot for the treatment of family problems. The community

has responded well to this new.center. Clients report a significant subjec-

tive difference in the-willingness to accept services as compared to our

past experience in the *ital health clinic. This is largely attributed

to differences in atmosphereand'in-teke procedures. 44 have also begun

to receive increasing encouragement by command leadership for our program:



In June 1980, we established a special marital consultation team specifically
for one-time,. ± Aral evaluation visits.. This teamHincludes our psychologist,
social worker, an'i two drug and alcohol counselors frOm our social actions
unit at Yokota AB. Our team has,been very excited by the results of our
evaluations and Will loltow, over the next year, the impact they have on
service utilization, course of treatment, and outcome of marital situations.
We.hOpeto have\tomesignificant,elinical observations from this work in
terms of diagnostic strategies and clinical research in the future.- For
more information concerning the Taproot project contact either Dr. Kip
Patterson or myself in care of USAF Hospital Yokota AB/SG, APO-San Fran-
cisco= 96328.
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In an effort to describe the process of family adaptation to

ess, recent investigators have viewd coping as both a psycho-

ical resource and as a behavioral repertoire (Hill, 1964;

Pearlin & Schooler, 1978;.BoSs, McCubbin & Lester, 1979; McCubbin
43,

& Patterson, in press), Using this coping paradigm, gender role

orientation has been studied as one psychological coping resource.

mitigating the impact of stress (Brown 4 Manela, 19781,Felton,

Brown Lehmann, & Liberatos, 1980). Other investigators have focused.

on identifying coping behaviors which individual members and fam-

ilies use to adapt to stressful life circumstances (McCubbin, Dahl,

Lester, Benson, & Robertson, 1976; Boss, McCubbin, & Lester, 1979).

To date, the literature does not reveal any investigations which

examine the relationship between gender role orientation as a

psychological coping resource and specific behavioral doping patterns

in the management of stress. This study wi11 use wives who are faced

with the dual stressor of a long-term, military induced separation

and reunion to examine the association between gender role orienta-

tion and specific coping behaviors in mitigating stress.

.41

Families in the military are frequently faced with long -ter

separations and reunions. Separations of a duration of eight months

) -
to a year, even though routine, require changes in roles, processes,

and.boundaries in order to manage family life. The return of a spouse

requires further shifts in roles to_faCilitate the reintegratiOn of

the husband into the family system. The literature indicates that

this is a dual source of stress which.may haVea disturbing effect
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on family stability, especially since coping behaviors which facil-

itate adjustment to the separation may precipitate difficulties at-

the time of reunion (Rill, 1949; McCubbin & Lester, 1977; McCubbin,

197 ). Although early research focused on the traumatic effects

of separation and resulting family dysfunction, more recent research

has attempted to identify and describe the adaptive coping patterns

wives employ to successfully manage the hardships of- this stressor

sequence (McCutlin, Dahl, Lester, & Ross, 1975;'McCubbin, Boss,

Lester, in press).

McCubbin (179), in a review of three coping with separation

studies of varying degreeS of severity, reported three aspects of

coping behavior: (a) management of family stability and individual

anxiety; (b) procurement of social support from the community, the

family, and interpersonal relatiOnships; and (c) direct attack on

the stressor through individual and collective efforts. The coping

patterns'identified, particularly[the pattern of a wife working to

o

establish independence and develop herself. suggest there be under-

7

lying psychological variables associated with certain patterns of

coping ($oss,.et al., 1979). Although McCubbin et al. (1976) found

that specific coping behaviors were related to background variables

of hdsbands and wives (e.g., education), the developmental stage:of .

1

the family, and the hardships of the separation, no specific indi-

vidual psychological resources were idpntified by them as charac-

teristics of wives who coped ore successfully with this stressor,

of.

Pearlin and Schoole (1978), in their analysis of how men and

00

women cope with normative role strain (e.g., as parents, marital

partnerp, etc.), have differentiated coping resources person-
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ality characteristics persons draw or to help them withstand stress)

from coping responses (i.e. , actual behaviors people engage in to

manage life strains). Their findings revealed significant differences

between men and women in the way they cope with role related stress.

Men employed psychological resources (self esteem, mastery, and lack

of self denigration) :along with adaptive coping responses which'all

worked to reduce stress; whereas, women employed only a limited range

of coping responses which primarily served to exacerbate stress. Al-

thigh,these findings reveal gender differences, they did not examine

gender role orientation as a possible psychological resource inter-

acting with cop ng behaviors to mitigate st ass.

In an effort to identify the characteristic&of stilccessful

copers and to expand upon the relationship. between coping resources
4

and coping behaviors, a person's sender role orientation) might be

considered as one possible resource impacting coping behavior%

Felton, et al (1980) reported that gender de orientation, oper-

ationalized by them as non-traditional sex role attitudes, function-

ed as a coping resource to ameliorate the distress of marital dis-

ruption.for women. They found that non-traditional sex role atti-

tudes represented a. break from conventional social norms which pro-

vided the flexibility needed to cope with the demands and hardships

of a:situational stressor, Similarly, Brown and Nanela (1978) have

emphasized that non- traditional' attitudes guid, and support women.

to develop a sense of autonomy and independence which facilitates

theiradaptation to divorce. Although these investigators imply that

gender role orientation influences coping behavior, coping behavior

per se was not measured but only inferred from different levels of ex-

perienced stress.



Other investigators who have examined gender role orientation

in relationship to indiceS of tress have obtained mixed results.

Boss (1980) found that while a gender orientation characterized by

both high masculine and feminine attributes (androgyny) was not

related to the degree of fatally functioning in families where hus-

bands were missing in action or prisoners of was related to

thd wives! ease in performing instrumental family roles. Further-

more, a high masculine (or instrumental) gender role orientation was

related to the wives.! personal and emotional adjustment. Nice (1978),

in a 'study of military wives coping with a separation-reunion stress-

or, found that an androgynous (i.e., high masculine and high feminine

att ibutes), as.compared to a non-androgynous, gender role orientation

did not predict differences in experienced stress as measured by

their children! s personality adjustment.

Several investigators have emphasized that how one perceives

oneself:(i.e.-, one's gender role orientation) in relationship to

the demands of a stressful situation influences the amount of stress

experienced. Maracek (1978) has pointed out that one's ability to

cope successfully is related to a person's. awareness that the culture

approves the behavior needed to reduce stress. Since gender role

orientation derives from one's perception f culturally sanctioned

behavior for each gender, the link between gender roles and coping

.further suggested. For example, a feminine. oriented woman whose

major identity derives from nurturing her spouse and children (i

being expressive) while beiug de. °ndent on her spouse to make de-

cisions and provide for her might be expected to experience a separ-

ation as mordstressful than a woman who is more independent and ea-

gages in instrumental, "masculine" behaviors. ,Lazarus (1977) has

e.



pointed ou that cognitive appraisal influences bot

emotional response to the stressor as well as (b)

behavior engaged in to manage the stressor.

Several studies of behavioral coping (McCubbin, et al., 1976;

he (a) ini

subsequent

Pearlin & Schooler, 1978) have emphasized that persoos who use a

variety of coping behaviors experience less distress, findings

from the emerging gender role research would seem to suggest the

a

expectations regarding gender appropriate behavior Influence one's

flexibility to respond to diverse situations requiri08 broad range

of responses, More specifically, the concept of "aucirc3gyte has

been advanced to describe a gender role orientation chafateriZed

by both masculine and feminine attributes (Bem, 1974).

Until recently,. gender roles have been eonceptuslloeci

dichotomous, with masculinity and femininity at the oPpostt

of a continuum.. Furthermorei the conventional. view has been tD

psychOlogically healthy men and women have internalfied the vat

attitudes, and behavior specific to their gender such that a healthy"

male is instrumental, agentic, and mascu ne and a "healthy" female

is expressive, communal and feminine. However, numerous

have found that holding such traditional, very gender Speific role

studi-es

standards for oneself islassociated with/measures of

low self esteem, and low selfiacceptance (onsentino

1964; Parford, Willis, & Peabler, 1967; Gall, 1969). Metecek (1978)

has pointed out that puchological disorders of women

characterized by behaviors which are exaggerations of

of femininity and ma$culinity,

-extreme, gender standards for

logical disorder.

and Zen a

stereotypes

respectively, suggestiOg that rigid,

-neself are associated with psych



A number of current investigations have rejected this tradi-

tional-gender role dichotomy, viewing masculinity and feminity

as separate dimensions which vary independently, each of which is

present in both men and women in varying degrees. In studies by

Spence, lielmreich, and Stapp (1974, 1975), androgynous persons who

possess both masculine and feminine attributes, scored higher on
C

measures of self eem and sbcial competence than persons Who were

primarily masculine 'r primarily feminine or possessedrfew attributes

f either gender.

Given that a person,will be motivated to keep'his or her behavior

consistent with one's internalized'gender role orientation (Kagan,

1964; Kohlberg, 1966), the androgynous person is not restricted to

just mAculine or feminine behaviors, but can respond to the changing

demands of the situation. One might argue that role adaptability

should be an important resource for military wives coping with the

separation-reunion st essor since, in her husband's absence she

may need to assume aspects of his role while - maintaining her existing

role (i._ be both instrumental and expressive). When her spouse re-

turns, further flexibility is called for to reestablish role comple-

mentarity so that the military husband'can be reintegrated into -the'

family,

To date, the literature hints at the association between gender

role orientation (a psychological resource) and coping behaviors, but

there appears to be no specific data which examines this relationship.

Therefore, this investigation attempts to examine two basic research

issues. First,- is there any direct relationship betweengender role

orientation and the distress wives may experience in response. to separ-

ation? Second, there an association between gehder role-orientation

and the coping patterns wives employ in the management this separation?



Methods

Sa

I

The subjects were 82 wives-of Navy aviator

7-

td. support person-'

nei who were assigned to an eight month deploymentaboard'i, U.S .

Navy carrier. They .were, randomly selected from the total popula-

tion of-married °Nicer and enlisted personnel assigned to the-

carrier. -The-average age for thesewive& was 29 years (range! 18-44

yearsYand they averaged 13.5 years of formal education range!, 2-17

years), Theit-husbands represented both levels of military rah.

with 44 53.7%) enlisted and 38 (46.3%)0officers. The husbands'

mean age was 30 years (range, 19-44 years) and,they averaged 14

as of formal education -10-18 years) Eighteen f these
o

couples had no children and the remaining families averaged 1.6 chil-

dren (range, 176). These families had experienced an average of two

prior military7induced, long-term-separation, although for 28% this

was their first military separatiohLand for 27%; it was their second

-separ

Data SourCes

for this report were obtained from structured interviews

questionnaires with wives and husbands 1-4 months before the

'separatiOn, with the wives 4-6 months' iito the separation period,.

and from'follow-up interviews with bOth husbands and wives months'

after the;familys reunion,

FC oval Attributes uestionnaire (PA The short version of

theyAQ (Spence Helmreich,-6 Stapp 1974, 1975) was used t--assess

wives'`-gender,role orientation. The PAQ contains 24 bipolar items
7

describing personal characteristics and the sub _et rates herself for

each on a five-point Likert- ype Seale. The FAQ has three eight-itemr
$



a

scales labeled: masculinity (14Scale) with -Items Which reflect.

what Parsons and Bales (1955) have called-"instrumental" character-

istics ( ., independent, cuan, make decisions easily), (b) femininity

(F-scale) . The findings of Spenc t ai (1975) with a callev

age population aneNiee (1978) with a"military sample indicate

that the items orithe M-scale and.the F- scale are sticially desirable

icharacteristics of both genders and hence are not dicohtomous. la
1

contrast, the M-F scale items are characteristics desirable:of

either the ideal male or the ideal female, but not of both. This

study employs Spence and Relmreich's (1§ ) method of scoring,

using only the M-scale and the F-scale. The sample was divided into'

two grow -The androgynous group consisted of tbpse women who

were above the uledian in masculine responses on the M-scale and

0
above the median in feminine responses on the F-scale. These women

-possess a high proportion of the characteristics typical of both

sexes. The other group (non - androgynous) was comprised of all`

other -o e-

'oiling A.1 t Inventor" The CSI (McCubbin et al.,
j

1975) was used to obtain a measure of the wives' coping_,.behaviors,

patterns, and strategy. It is an 84\iterkAuestionnaire focused on

the wife's view of her response to the separation. gile is asked tdr

rate how hepful (from 0-3) each specific coping behavio has: been

in 'overcoming the hardships encountered during the separation. The

.ceni6rucao- of the CST, described in prior coping studies (McCubbin,
_

et al. 1976), basically involved identifying specific desirable

-', undesirable, coping behaviors nich were fattor analyzed to identify

coping'patterns. The combination Of coping patterns-a wife uses

indigager overall coping strategy. . Thus, there are three levels
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coping: behaviors, patterns, and a strategy. ,

For-this sample, many-of the original 84 items were not. applir,

cable to the respondents' situation. Several additional items, had

no variance in that everyOne responded the same to the - item. Thus,

the origiaa1,84 items were reduced to 30 items that

and variance for this sample.

had applicability

The fact analy s -f..these items (reported morefully.,

McCubbin, et al. press) revealed five factors or coping patterns:

1. Maintain zt family _iniRgEiLy--seven behavior items centered

around' investing her ,in her children .and in. her husband's career

to maintain family s ability (alpha, .84),

Developing interpersonal relati©nshi s and social su 0

five items which focus on. developing meaningful and supportive rele-

tienships outside the family unit (alpha,

3. coping behaviors

focused on reducing-perceived stress and the demands of the situation

(alpha, .74),

4, Believing in lifestyle and optimism--eight

behaviors focused on perceiving the benefits'of a spouse's mil

career and having faith in God and the future (alpha, .85),

5. Developing self reliance and self esteem- -four behaviors

focused on active self - development Of the wife by becoming more inde-
,

pendent and competent (alpha, .71).

Duke Health Inventory. The Du Health Inventory was used,to

obtain a dependent measure of wives distress resulting from the

separation. It is a .comprehensiveielf report checklist of the respon-

dent's current health status covering medical and psychological
/

symptoms and the use of prescribed medications, alcohol, and cigar-

ettes. This inventory was administered to the wives in phis sample



twice, before the separation and during the separation, so that

changes, during this time period, in the use of drugs and reported

medical symptoms could be recorded. Two specific criterion ' measures

were obtained: (a) an index of increase in the use of prescribed

drugs (sleeping pills, tranquilizers -antidepressaitAand/or narcc'ics)

for the management of stress, and (b) an index of an increase in the

number of symptoms of emotional strain (anxiety, sleeplessness, and

psychosomatic symptoms of strain).

SEecifi; Hypotheses

When military wives are faced with a long term eparation from

their husbands, they are called upon to perform a dual role in order

to manage family life. Since this seemingly would involve both instru-

mental and expressive behaviors, those wives with a gender role orienta-

tion which includes both\masculine and feminine attributes (androgyny)

would be expected to have greater role flexibility than non-androgynous

.wives and would utilize many more ,:aping behaviors, resulting in

adaptive coping patterns and an overall balanced coping strategy.

Thus, androgynous wives would be expected to experience less distress

during the separation. In addition, wives who use adaptive coping

patterns and a balanced overall coping strategy would be expected to

experience less distress during the separation. These predicted

relationships are diagrammed in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The specific hypotheses examined in this investigation

are:

Hypothesis 1. When distressed and non-distressed wive& e er-

lancing a military induced family separation are compared, a higher

percentage of wives in the non - distressed group will nave an androgynous

gender role orientation.



Hypothesis 2. When distressed and non-distresed wives ek-

perieneing a military induced faMily separation are compared, the

wives in the non-distressed group

of five coping patterns:

(a) maintaining family integrity,

L. developing interpersonal relationships and social support

1 reveal higher scores on each

(c) naging psychological tension and strain,

(d), maintaining an optimistic definition of the situation, and

(e) developing self reliance and self esteem.

Hypothesis 3. Additionally, when the distressed and non-distressed

wives are compared, the non-distressed wives will indicate a more

balanced coping strategy, that is a higher than average score on

each of the five,coping patterns.2

Hypothesis 4. WiveS' androgynous gender role orientation will

be positively associated with each of the five coping patterns and, a

balanced coping strategy used to manage a military induced family se

aration,

Strategies of Analysis

MatchedjILIEILmpl. In an :fort to control for the effect of

certain demographic variables on gender role orientation and coping,

a matched subsample, drawn from the total sample, was used for many

of the analyses reported in this paper. Fourteen wives were identified.

as "distressed" on the ba of their increased use of prescribed

stress management medications as recorded on the Duke Health Inve tory

before and during the separation. They were matched with fourteen

non- distressed wives (no increase or non-use of prescribed stress

management medications"management _ by age, years of formal education, children

versus no children, husband's rank, and number of prior military

84'



scparat

12.

To further validate that Lhese two groups differed in

corms of experienced stress, a t-test (t3.00, p4(.005) revealed

signlfican_ differences between the groups on the number of medical/

psyCinlogical symptoms reported during the separation as recorded

on the Duke Health Inventory. Table 1 shows the characteristics

of the matcood subsample.

Insert Table 1 about here

Statistics used. Analyses were conducted in two parts. The

first set of analyses used the matched subsample of distressed and

non - distressed wives. A chi square test of significance was used

to test the direct relationship between an androgynous gender roT--

or.entation and non-distress during the family separation. To amine

the relationship between coping behavior and distress, a paired

was used to determine differences bets. t distressed and non - distressed

wives in their use of each of the five coping patterns and a balanced

coping strategy. A 61e tailed probability table vas used to deter-

mine the significance of the t value. Finally, using the matched

sample, an androgynous versus a non-androgynous gender role orien-

tation was correlated (using patterns and the combined overall coping

strategy score.)

The second par the analysis involved the whole sample of

83 wives. Their gehder role orientations (androgynous versus non-

androgynous) recorded during the separation, were correlated with

each of the coping patterns and the balanced coping strategy score

using a product moment correlation.



For the total sample of Z4

13.

e identified as androgynous,

in that their self perceptions included more masculine and more fern-
,

inine attributes than at least half Of the remaining wives.

Within the matched subsample, 14 of the 28 wives were androgynous,

with six of these androgynous wives in the non-distressed group and

four in the distressed group ble 2). A chi square test of

Insert Table _ about here

differences revealed that androgyny Was not significantly related to

nn.-distress, Thus the first re oh hypothesis stating.that an androgy-

nous gender role 0- antation would b- positively related to non-distress

during family separatiOn was not substantiated by the data.

Table 3 shows the results of the comparative analysis of the coping

patterns employed by the wives in the matched. subsample. Non-distressed

wives scored significantly higher than distressed wives on two of the

Insert Table 3 about here

five coping patterns: (a) maintaining n optimistic definition of the

situation (t=-2701, 1)4(.05) which inti4des cognitive behavibrs

phasizing the positive aspects of a mtlitary lifestyle; believing in

God, and acceptance of the stressful ituationp and (b) developing

self esteem and self reliance 2 025), which emphasizes

the wife's independence ara active petsonal development. Non-distress-

ed, wives scored higher on the other three coping p tetns, but the

differences Ilere not statistlically significant. The me. significant
-0_

difference in coping was that .ion - distressed wives were thuch mote likely



use a balance coping strategy higher than average

score on all five pattdrns reflecting the use of a wide variety of

coping behaviors) than distressed wives ( =-4.58, p <- 0005).. Figure 2

reveals the overall strength of the non distressed wives' coping

repertoire. hypothesis two that non - distressed wives would obtain

Insert Figure 2 about here

higher scores on the five basic coping patterns was thus partially

supported (by patterns IV and V) and hypothesis three predicting a

positive relationship between a balanced coping strategy and non-distress

was also supported by the data.

The results reported in Table A reveal that hypothesis four was only

supported in part. Using the whole sample of 82 wives, androgynous

gender role orientation was positively correlated with each of the five

major coping patterns, but the asso_ ion was only sieificant for

Insert Table 4 about here

four of the five patterns. Specifically, an androgynous gender role

orientation was significantly correlated with the wives' efforts at

(a) maintaining family integrity (r-1-.26, p..025), (o) developing

interpersonal ationships and social support (r =+.23, p <.05), (c)

managing psychological tension and strain (r ..18, p,,(.05), and main-
."-
taining an optimistic definition of the situation p

The use of A balanced overall coping strategy was.alto positively

Correlated with an androgynous gender role orientation (r=+.26 p .025).

Contrary, to expectations, wives' androgynous gender role orientation

was not significantly correlated ith'coping pattern V--developing
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self reliance and self'esteem--which appeared to be one of the critical

patterns distinguishing the diktressed wives from the non-distressed

wives in this investigation.



ANDROGYNOUS
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ORIENTATION
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COPING

STRATEGY.
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NON-DISTRESS
DURING

SEPARATION

FIGURE 1. Research hypotheses tested in that .:-udy-
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Table 1

of Matched Distressed and Non-Distressed

Subsample of Wives on Critical Variables

S_
-D

Age .93 3447 1.00 NS

Education .21 2.15 .37 NS

No of prior separations .71 1.98 1.35 NS

Time inMilitary

Husband's 'rank

Childrea vs, Nc Childrn

3.50 60.82

perfect match

perfect match

.22 NS

No, of medical/Psypho1ogical
symptoms during separation

2.93 3.65 3.00 .005



Talle 2

Androgynous Gender Role Orientation of

Distressed and-Non- Distressed Wives

During Family Separation

Androgynous
Gender Role
Orientation

Non-Androgynous
Gender Role
Orientation

Matched Sample

DISTRESSED-1

WIVES
NON-DISTRESSED

2

WIVES

4

10 8.

1D ,tress i..1 Wives

cations as recorde
separation oe_iod.

N=14 N=14

2
X-=1.29

p= NS

rased their use of pre --abed stress uanageilent medi-
on the Duke Health Invc ry before and during the

on-- tlistresse ;; - showed no increase or non-use of ascr,:ied stress
mAnagemaq -a Lions L recorded on the Duke Health Inventory before
and durll g th r separation.



Table 3

Comparative Analysis of Matched Subsample of Distressed

and Non-Distressed Wives on the Use of Five Coping Patterns

and a Balanced Coping Strategy

DISTRESSED NON-DISTRESSED
WIVES WIVES

Mean _ Mean

Coping Patterns;

Maintaining family

integrity.

II. Developing interpersonal
relationships ac,3

social support.

III. Managing psych;lbg cal

IV.

tension and strain,

Acceptance of
lifestyle and
optimism.

Developing self-reliance

and self-esteem.

2
Balanced Coping Strategy

14.2 15.3 -1.07 3.04 -1.,32 NS

11.7 13.2 -1.50 4.16 -1.35 NS
ax"

11.5 -1.43 4.07 -1.31 NS

17.5 19.0 -1.50 2.79 -2.01 45

7.8 9.7 -1.53' 2.34 -2.26 .025

3 4.5 -1.50 1.22 -4.53 .0005

2
-Balancci co ing strategy score was obtained by summing the numbLT copinx

patterns on which a subject scored above the mean.

aired t test of differences between distr aed and non - distressed wives.



Table 4

Correlation- Between are Androgynous Gender Role OrTentation and

Coping in the Management of Family Sepation (N =82)

i. Patterns'.

ANDROGYNOUS GENDER
ROLE ORIENTATION

I. Maintaining family
integrity.

II. Developing inter.--
personal relation-
ships and social
support.

Managing psycho-
logical tension
and strain.

Acceptance f

lifestyle and
optimism.

V. Develuping
self reliance
and self
esteem.-

Balanced Coping Strategy

+.26 .025

+.23 .05

+.18 .05

+.28 .01

+.16 NS

+.26 .025
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Family Separation and Physical Illness:

A-Failure to Confirm:

D. Stephen Nice, Ph.D

Naval Real h Research Center

San Diego, California 92138

i..

In the Navy community, family life is often interrupted as the hue --

bands deploy for sea duty. Tie majority of these separations require sub -

stantial family adjustments as the wife assimilates new roles, adapts'to
- 7--

vt

single parenting, and adj&sts to increased straiiis associated with the

separation. Adjustment diff pities are often cerbated by the concur-

-rent reduction in social support.from thr absent husband and-may become
,\

manifest in increasedphyaical sytptoms. and physician utilization. (Meyers,

Lindenthal, li.Pepper, 1975; Snyder, a978).

A sizable body'of literature links stressful life events to both

i-
physical'and psychiatric illness-(Dean & Lin, 1979; Dahrenwend Dohrenwend,

,

1974 Gunderson & Rahe, 1974; Hong, Wirt, Yellin & Hdpwood, 1979; Lisp,

Simone, Rnsel & Kuo 1979; Rabkin 6 Struening,1976). Separation from

spouse due to work is considered a major life event (Holmes & Rahe, 1967;

Snyder, 1978). and may therefore increase the probability of illness..

Hinkle (1974)Areports that changes in significant social or interpersonal

relationships are often accompanied by changes in habits, patterns of

`activities, intake bf food and medication, and exposure to potential sources



Footnotes

chose to uge the term "gender" role orientation instead of

role orientation to avoid the excess of meanings o ften associated;-

with "sex roles"-7e;g., behavior related ro sexual preference or

sexual activ



_etion or trauma. They are also frequently associated with changes

in mood and with physiological changes directly mediated by the central

nervous syst: -.Any or all of these changes might affect the frequency or

severity of ii.ness. Because separation _from spouse has been identified

both a major life event and as a significa =« source of stress among

military wive!, (teckman, Marsella & Pinney, 1979; Dickers & Arthur, 1963;

Isay 1968; Macintosh, 1968; Pearlman 1970), Navy wives may represent a

special risk group during periods of fkmily separation.

In retrospective study of the wives of Fleet Ballistic Submarine pet-

sonnet,. Snyder.(1970) reported that wives recalled being far more iii end
) _

seekihg more medical attention-when their husbands w:_k at sea tha- when
J-

their husbands were
Et

accutaty of re

challenged id he-liter u e (Cartwright, 1963; Cornfield & }iaenszel, 1960;

J_
-ome. It must be pointed out, libwever, that the

data in health related, studies has been-seriously

McKinley, 1972). 8nyderr acknowledged this point and suggested the incor-,
1

potation of a contrdl,g oup and the eollectidn of concurrent data to veli-

(Mt:. :ler findings.

The impact of faa y separation may affect physician utilization either

directly through-teaped illness.and physical symptoms or indirectly

through aIteted utilization motives and expectations. It is estimated

that 50% of all_ people ,entering the Navy health care-delivery system

present problems which ate caused or aggravated by social or emotional

needs (Seits, 1977). There prese exists a considerable body of lit-

,

erature which InJicares that psych gically.distreseed pe ons d tea-
.

portionately us, edieal services (Cooper, 1964; Cumaiegs 4 Follette, 1968;





Roughmann &-Haggerty, 1975; Tessler, Mechanic & Dimond, 1976). Because

the separation experience isext---ely difficult for many wives, the

probability of psychological distress and associated physician utilization

may be increased significantly (Henderson, 1977).

Of course all wives are not equally likely to demonstrate an

crease in illness or physician utilization as a function of family separa-

tion. Individual difference factors such as demographic characteristics,

socioeconomic status, social suppdlts, level of experience, situational

factors, and expectancy orientation have demonstrated important relation-

ships with health and health seeking behaviors.

Among Navy populations, men who are black, young, and low in rank ex-

perience a higher incidence of illness and sick call visits than those who

are non-black, older, or higher in rank (Pugh, Gunderson, Erickson

& Rubin, 1972; Rahe, Gunderson Pugh, Rubin & Arthur, 1972). Similarly,

Tessler, Mechanic and Dimond (1976) found illness and utilization rates

.in a prepaid medical plan were affected by age, race and income variables.

Social supports have been found to be of crucial importance in field studies

of the demiology of illness (Cassel, 1974; Cobb, 1976; Dean & Lin,

197; Dohrenwend & Dohrenwend, 1974). Individuals with adequate social

supports typiCally experience fewer and less severe illnesses. Experience

is anot'°er important factor in illness. The impact of a stressful life

event on illness is believed to be heightened in those cases in which an

individual has had little or no prior experience with similar stressful

events (Cassel, 1976; Rabkin & Strueing, 1976). Situational factors are

also believed, to influence, an individual's ability to "contain" symptoms._
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situations where commitment and involvement are greater, individuals

ay be less inclined to assume the sick role (Alonzo, 1979). Therefore,

wives who have children or who are vorl_ may experience fewer illnesses.

In a review of the literature, Walston and Walston (1.978) cite evidence

that the locus of control construct is relevant the prediction of health

behaviors and sick -role behaviors. Individuals who are internals (i.e.,

those who believe that reinforcement is contingent upon the individual's

behavior) Are more likely to engage in behaviors that facilitate physical

well being. S ilarly, Tessler,Mechanic and Dimond (1976) found that

people who had perceived control over illness exhibited fewer symptom

initiated physician visits. 'Therefore it is -pected that variables such

age, race, income, social supports# pr separation experience,

'number of children, employment status, psychological distress, and external

locus of control are prediccors of illness and physician utilization

among separated wives.

etbod

Sub_ IEE

The sample consisted of wives of enlisted men aboard three similar

amphibious assault ships. A separation group included 59 wives of personnel

aboard two ships that were preparing to deploy for a seven-month period.

A control group consisted of 29 wives of personnel aboard a ship scheduled

to remain in port) As the study progressed over the seven-month data

collection period, 28 wives in the separation group and 9 wives in the

control group were lost from the sample due to their husbands' transfers

or departures froze the Navy. The final sample consisted of 31 wives in
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the.separation group and 20 wives in tDe control group. The wives averaged

31 years of age, had been married for an average of 7 years, had an average

of 2 children, and had completed approximately 12,yarS of education. Dif-

ferences between the separation and control g

graphic variables were negligible

Measures

psychological Distress_. A battery of instruments including the

Health Opinion Survey (Macrnillian, 1957), Stress Scales (Pearlin & Salo-

1978), Depressive Affect (Hyman, Biersner & LaRocco, 1974), Self Esteem

ups on each of the demo-

(Rosenberg, 1966) and Loneliness (Rubenstein, Shaver, Peplon, 1979)

were administered to assess psychological distress. The average ercor-

relation of these measures was .50. Because of the significant inter-

correlation among the measures, the Depressive Affect scale was selected

as a representative measure of_psychological distress. In the present

sample this scale had Zan internal reliability (coefficient alpha) of .91.

Social Suppo A seven-it social support scale was constructed

er,

to assess the proximity, accessibility, and strength of friendship networks.

Each item was rated on a three-point Likert scale. The scale focused on

non-kin relationships because recent literature indicated that weak ties

serve useful support functions (Granovetter, 1973; Lin, Ensel, Simeone &

Kuo, 1979), and non-kin interactions are important in health-related be-

havior (Langlie, 1977). The internal consistency (coefficient alpha) of

the scale was .74. A separate item was included to assess the proximity

and perceived hel ,s of kinship support.
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Health Locus of Control. The multidimensional health locus of control

scale (MHLC) is an expectancy measure specific to the area of health. It

was developed to explain variance in health behaviors and, to some extent,

health status. The MHLC was used to assess locus of contr 1 orientation

on the dimensions of internal, chance, and powerful others. Both the

chance and powerful others dimensions are considered external orientations.

The internal consistencies (coefficient alpha) of the internal, chance,

and powerful others scales were .74, .53, and .75 respectively. Furth

information regarding the development and psychometri properties of this

scale is presented elsewhere (Wellston, Wellston 6 DeVellis, 1978).

Illness. The measure of illness was composed of a checklist of 35

common physical symptoms compiled by the Biological Sciences Depa

of the Naval Health Research Center.

Procedure

Approximately six weeks prior to=the departure of the separation group

ships, all married men were contacted by mail and introduced to the re-

search project. In subsequent telephone folln- -upa, 80% of the wives of

those men who could be located agreed to participate in the study. The

refusal rates did not differ substantially between ships. Informed consent

was obtained after procedures had been fully explained to the subjects.

Wives were divided equally among four tained interviewers who collected

demographic data and administered the research protocol during a home inter-

view four months after the departure of the husbands in the separation group.

The depressive affect scale, the number of symptoms and physici., visits'

d on a biweekly basis and -15. ed to 1 1: during
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the course of the seven-month separation. Those wives who completed 10

or more of the biweekly reports were included in the analysis (N e 51).

An analysis of the effec

Results

family separation on the physical symp-

toms of wives was computed using a t test for independent samples. The

difference in the average number of physical .symptoms between the separa-

ted and control wives was not significant ft(49), .25, p .05). In both

groups those symptoms reported most frequently (i.e.,` -.an average of two or

more times per wife over the 16 biweekly phases) were a) head colds

sinus problems; c) sore throat; d) back problems; e) headaches; f) stomach-

intestinal upset; g) muscle aches.or'cramps; h) sleep difficulties; and i)

weight, loss or gain.

In order to examine the effects of family separation on physician utili-

zation, the degree of utilization of each subject was prorated by dividing

the total number of doctor visits by the number of reporting phases com-

pleted. The distribution obtained by this procedure was highly skewed in

the positive direction and was therefore transformed by dividing individuals

into three utilization categories. The bottom third of the sample did not

visit a doctor during any reporting period and received a score of zero.

The middle third of the sample visited a doctor between 6 and 17% of the

time periods sampled and received a score of one. The remaining third of

sample visited a doctor between 20 and 100% of the time periods sampled

and received a. score of two. This transformation eliminated the 'skew from

the utilization data and thus permitted further statistical analyses.



examination'of the differences between the separated and control wives

on physician utilization revealed that the separated wives went to the

doctor significantly more often than the control wives [t (49) -67,

p < .05].

In. order to derive a composite of variables to identify those separate

wives who have a higher probability of illness or physician utilization,

thosevariables conceptually related to symptoms and physician utilization

were entered into a Pearson product - moment correlation matrix with the

criterion measures c,f symptoms and utilization (Table 1).

[Insert Tablej about here]

This procedure pe ted the elimination of those variables which did.

.dot obtain a statistically significant relationship with the criterion.

The chance subscale of the MELC, age (younger vs older), race (white vs

non-white) and psychological distress were all positively related to the

criterion of symptoms d were entered into a stepwise multiple regression

analysis.- Those variables which made a significant contribution to the

equation were retained. The final regression equation included all four

predictor variables and yielded a multiple R
2
of .64. With an appropriate

_2all_ _ce for shrinkage (Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973), the multiple R- was

.58.

The variables which were significantly related to the criterion of

physician visits included physical symptoms, race and work status. Those

wives whoo had more symptoms, were white and were king t.:de.i. n have

more doctor v Ats. The number of symptoms and wor
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significantly to the equation and yielded a multiple R.
2

of .25. The

2
adjusted R was .19.

Discussion

The results of this investigation supported the hypothesis that wives

of Navy personnel who are at sea for prolonged periods of time seek medical

care more frequently than wives of Navy personnel who are at home. The

lack of support for Phe hypothesis that separated wives have more illnesses

or physical symptoms than onseparated wives argues against a strictly

medical interpretation of the differential utilization rates. An alter-

native explanation could be that the psychological distress associated with

the separation experience promotes an increase in physician utilization for

non-medical problems. While the ".irection of the relationship between psy-

,

is. positivechoidgical distre and utilization among the separated wives

= .26) the correlation between these variables is not significant

and therefore does not lend strong support to thedistress hypothesis.

A second explanation for the increase in utilization among separated

wives is that

visit the e

on in

me more oriented toward preventive medicine and

is they might otherwise treat at home. Based

sews with wives of submarine personnel, Snyder (1978) deduced

that there is a great concern over one's health when the husband is at sea.

Many women offered the comment that they could not afford to be sick when

their husbands were gone because there were too many responsibilities

at J clo one to help. This preve on hypothesis is supported in

,resent study by the significant positive relationship between work



status and doctor isi

10

Those wives who'were_working-could least

f to assume the role and despite obvious logistical difficulties

found time to visit the doctor more frequently than those wives who were

not working.

The best predictors of physical symptoms among the separated wives

were age, psychological distress, rnal health loctis of control and race.

The higher level of symptoms among younger gives is consistent with pre-

vious literature (Tessler, at al., 1976). Similarly, the relationship

between psychological distress and physical symptomatology is supported

in other work (Cassel, 1976; Koss, 1973). The influence of external health

locus of control on physical symptoms might be accounted for by the fact

that externals are less likely to engage in behaviors that facilitate

physical well being (Wellston & Wellston, 1978). Race was one of the more

interesting predictors of physical symptoor in this study. Contrary-to

other literature (TeSsler, at al., 1976), the white wives had more symptoms

than the non-white wives. A closer examination of the non-white sample,

however, revealed that blacks, the predominotP non-white co ituent in

ottw studies, accounted for only 13% of the non-white sample in the present

study. The majority of the non-white wives were Pacific Islanders. Thus,

race appears to be an important variable to consider in studies of illness

and symptomatology among Na es.

In conclusion the results of this study demonstrate that during periods

of family separation Navy wives tend to visit _heir physician more frequently

than when their husbands are at home. The most convincing explanation for
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this res1.1t is that separated wives adopt a more prevention oriented ap-

proach to illness and seek treatment for less severe symptoms. Tie rel-

atively small sample size, however, precluded the cross-validation of

these results. Although the sample was small, these results are imp° tant

as they represent the only controlled investigation of health and health

care utilization among Navy wives. The validity of the findings is further

strengthened by the use of concurrent data on both symptoms and utilization

collected over a seven-month period. Further research appears necessary

to investigate the causes of separation-related physician utilization among

Navy wives and to assess the appropriateness of this utilization.
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Table 1

Zero-Order Correlations Am6ng Predictors and Criterion

Measures of Symptoms and Physician Visits (N =- 31)

Power- Psycho-
ful logisal Symp-

Internal Chance Other Age Ply Race Work Children Distress toms_

Multidimensional

Health Locus of
Control

Internal

Chance

Powerful Other .47

Age

Pay Grede

Race (0 = non-white
1 e white)

Work Status (0
not working,
Im working)

Children

Psychological Distress .45

Symptoms .48

Physician Visits

-.47 .50

-.33 .57

.32 .32



FAMILY DISSOLUTION AMONG AIR FORCE OFFICERS
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A11 available evidence points up the fact that the 4ivo`rce rate in the

United Statesdontinues to exceed that of any other country in the world
3

(U.S. Demographid Yearbook, 1978). Beginning in the 1960's anu continuing

through the seventies, the divorce rate increased draratically'andsteadily

until in 1975 it was the highest ever reached (U.'S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, Monthly -Vital Statistics Report, 1978). In 1976, for

the first -.time in American history, more than one million divorces were granted

in a single year (U.S. ,Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract, 1978).

In 1977 the divorce rate was 5.1 per 1000 population, more than double the

.2 5 rate of 1965. These government documents also report that in the late

seventies there was a ratio of about one divorce for every two weddings;

however, that is not equivalent to saying that one in two marriages_ends in

divorce, since the divorces granted in any year represent, for the most part,

marriages that began before-that year. Most- researchers agree that caution

should be used in using such figures to determine the proportion of marriages

that will ultimately fail. Glick and Norton point out that it is better to

use demographic projection methods using mathematical formulas based ona

series of assumptions to estimatethe number of people likely to experience

a divorce in the future (Glick and - Norton, 1976). Using this strategy,

Bowman and Spanier predict that for persons born between 1950,and 1960,

approximately 40 to 50 percent of all,marriP es will end in divorce (Bowman

and Spanier, 1978). Most studies' agree that divorce rates continue to remain

high, but began to show some signs of leveling off toward the Veryend of the

seventies.

Although there is an abundance of material available on divorce and

family dissolution in American society, there is a paucity of material on



specific groups. The author knows of no comprehensive studies on, say,

airline pilots, nurses, school teachers, college professors, sociologists,

policeman, or any other occupational group. The author's 1971 study-of

diVorce among Air Force officers was an attempt to examine a specific group

in our society in order to provide a basis of comparison for others under-

taking a similar project; however, to date we are unawa!*e of any similar

studies. Perhaps someday we will be able to compare divorce and family

dissolution rates among many specific occupational groups.

The author's study of divorce among military officers was an effort to

determine if divorce rates for Air Force officers were- different from rates

in the overall American population. Additionally, we wanted to kn sub-

groups-within this military population were different in regards divorce

and dissolution. rates. For oxample, we wanted to know if flying p annel

have different rates from non-fiying support personnel rates were different

among Commands (Strategic Air COmmand, Airt!ViversIty Tactital Air Command,

etc ); if-education was a factorand f rates were different by age, sex,

and religion. Some of the findings froa this study and follow -up studies were:

(l) in general; divorce rates Force officrs are lower than

in the general population.

sociological cheory. which ProCct,

:-an he ex.; .16 by reference to

ri d incomes,

atus, a

n set f norms and values and

a high level of education, a r

visible marriage,.who share a

who are separated from th. 'in- groups have a better chance of

success. Air Force officers this criteria very well.

Higher educated officers ha'r. lever divorce rates than lower edu-

cated ones.

e



Divorce rates for those who fly' are higher than for those who do not.

Flying officers experience more,disruption, are away from home more

and are. subject to leaving on short notice for lengthy periods'.of time.

Officers in the Military Airlift Command and in the Tactical Air

Command have higher divorce. rates than those in other commands.

Officers in thest two commands are away from home more are on alert

for short or no- notice departure and lead more stressful liVes as a

result of the flying missions of these commands.

(5) Those officers graduated from the Air Force Academy have lower divorce

rates than those who enter, service through ROTC, Officer Training

School and other sources of commission.

There were no significant differences between black officers and white

officers. This finding suggests that in situations where these two

groups,; have similar income, education and life style they will have

similar divorce rates.

(7) Officers whoserved in the Vietnam conflic have higher disSolution

rates, than those who did not serve there. This supports the_sociolog7

ical proposition that long family separations are dysfunctional for

the marriage Wthave also found that divorce rates among former

Vietnam POW's are much higher than expetted.

Our latest effort to better understand the phenomenon of divorce among Air

Force officers has been directed at Air Force Academy graduates. We are especially

interested in determining if divorce rates among those mho marry in 'June Week"

ceremonies immediately after graduation are different from thote who wait until

later in their career to marry. We predicted that those who married immediately

after gradOation would have higher divorce rates than those who married later.
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The results of this investigation are showd,in Table 1. Classes compared were

from 1959 through 1973. The class of 1959 was the first. class' to graduate.

from the Academy. We ended with the class of 1973 because reliable data are

not yet available for later classes. Our original intention was to havethe

full comparison completed prior to this conference; however,.the laborious task

of checking the yearly marital status of over 8000 officers precluded that.

What we were able to do to date, however, does support our original hypothesis.

Table I shows the number and percentage of the officers in every class who have

ever been divorced. We have compared the divorce rate for each class with the

rate for those who graduated and were married in June Week. In every case the

ratis higher for the June Week group. This is a conservative finding since

the June Week group i included in the overall group. Once we arc able. to

directly compare the June Week 9,0up with the non-June Week group the differ-

ences will be even greater. In terms of theory, the June Week group would be

expected to have higher divorce. rates for the following reason

(1) , Ire younger when they marry.

(2) Their financial situation is still tenuous since second lieutenants

do not make a lot of money.

Most of them (approximately 7O%) go immediately into fifteen months

of Air Force pilot training where-they are subjected 'to a rigorous

demanding environment that leaves. little time for family activities

and where they are physically and mentally stressed.'

(4) Many of them are caught up in thenglamouru'of-a cadet chapel wedding

with arched swords, the-formal dress uniform and all the other Allus-

ous activities associated with a fornel military wedding.

(5) Many of them marry girls (and beginning last yearboys) whom they

have =known for very short periods of time.



Young officers are highly mobile, moving from. trailing environments

to schools to flying assignments with very little opportunity to

put down any roots, or establish themselves in a community,

17) The young wife has difficulty establishing herself in any kind of

career or work situation because of extremely 'high mobility among

young officers. She must depend on the hUsband for almost all her

emotional needs and his priority is getting his own career estab-

lished. This isavulnerable period for the young officer and it

is very important-that he do well; otherwise, the family's future

security is threatened.

These and other variables help us understand why June Week weddings are

more Susceptible to divorce.

This current research effort is also directed toward divorce rates among

those Academy' graduates who remain inthe Air Force PastAheir obligated tour

of duty and those who return to civilian life at the first opportunity. We

refer to the first group as careerists and the second group as-non,careerisAs.

Our prediction is that those who leave the service have higher divorce rates

than those who stay in. From a recent survey of Air Force Academy graduates,

we were able to compare divorce rates between the two groups. For every one

Of the 15 observed year groups, divorce rates for those who left service have

been higher than for those who stayed in (Table 2). This supports earlier

research findings that officers who'choose the military as a career have rela-

tively-.low rates of faMily'dissolution (Williams, 1971). It may be that

satisfact.?8bNwith the military carries over-into-dissatisfaction with the

spouse'or perhaps those who are dissatisfied with Air ForcOife leave scr.tice,

hoping things will be -better in the civilian world. Oftentimes they are not,

and divorce occurs. InterViews are now being conducted with former Air Force

N



officers who are divorced or were divorced and are remarried in,order to gain

better insight into-this particular aspect of family dissolution in the mili-

tary. In closing I would like to point out that Orthner's recent research

supports the author's findings that Air Force couples are less divorce prone

(Orthner, 1980). He found that 90% of Air. Force husbands and 95% of Air

Force wives feel very positive about the overall qUality of their marriages

and that there appears to be little serious difficulty. in most of them.

The research on divorce and family dissolution is on-going. Details will

be provided as more data become available.

JOHN W. WILLIAMS JR.
Professor and Head
Dept of Behavioral Sciences
United States Air Force Academy



COMPARISON OF DIVORCES OF GRADUATES MARRIED DURING

"JUNE WEEK'1* WITH DIVORCES AMONG ENTIRE CLASS

Graduating Class

"June Week" Marriages Total Class
Ending in Divorce: Overall DiVorce Rate

Year Size Number Percents e 'Number Percentage

1959 207 17, 24 41 20

1960 227 8 17 34 15

1961 217 12 21 33 15

1962 298 9 _17_ 36 12

1963 499. 8 20 55 11

1964 499 5 18 65 13..

1965 517 10 24 57 11

1966 470 7 17 42 9

1967 524,- 8 18 52. 10

1968 613 9 20.: 74 12

1969 683 12 21 96 14

1970 745 11 16 67 9'....

1971= . 692 5 10 55 8 I,

1972 754 9 U 75, 10

1973 1144 5 10 51 6

*"June Week" weddings were held for the first time in the Cadet Chapel in 1964.\

Table



\COMPARISON OF DIVORCE RAAS
AMONG ACTIVE DUTY AND NON ACTIVE DUTY ACADEMY GRADUATES

Graduation Year
ACTIVE DUTY
Percentage

NON/ACTIVE DUTY
Percentage

1959 20 21

1960 15 25

1961 13 24

1962 ,12 14

-16j 10 14

1964 13 15

1965 10 16

1966 9 13

1967 10 12

1968 1-2 16

1969 13 13

1970 8 11

1971 6 10

1972 5 9

1973

Table 2
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ATTITUDES TOW FAMILY ENRICHMENT AND SUPPORT

PROGRAMS AMONG MILITARY FAMILIES

Family life throughout the United States is changing rind the military

services are ho exception. Once the bastion of single men, the military has

emerged as an institution with many families attached to it. Military members

with families now comprise more than/half of the total forces of the Army

Navy, and Air Forceand their numbers are increasing (Goldman, 1976' Hunter,

1977; Carr, Orthner01 Brown, 180; Orthner & Nelson, 1980). No longer do

of these families fit into the traditional mold of military husband,.

dependent hometaker wife, and children. Contemporary trends in marriage,

e_
divorce, single parenthood, dual career patterns, and voluntary childlessness

r

are-allreflected in military frimilies day Carr et al., 1980; Orthner,

1980; Finleyson, 1976; Williams 1976). These families are also influenced by

many of the same.strains.from nadequate family finances, contrasting values,

ahan ing definitio of husband and wife roles, new definitions of parental

responsibilities, and lack of family support system as other American families,

One means by which families can be helped to, develop relational skills

and support systems has been through various forms of marriageand family

enrichment and support programs.. These programs such as. marriage encounter,

couple communi -tiop, training, parent effectiveness training or family clus-

ters can be instrumental in reducing family stress Gurman and Knisk ern,

.1977), The purpose of this paper isto determine the ektent to which these

kinds of programs are offered, utilized and desired by,gdlitaryJ'amilies.

This also has implications for family programming among ci 11 s since Many



of the factors that, act military families to h e pro - are probably

similar to other families as well.

The Contex ily Enrichment Programs in the Military

2

Given the charging profile of American families, it is no longer reasonable

to assume that all families can be held together,by traditional expectations,

_tly delegated family roles, and lack of m

tionships are increasingly being built upon

ital sociability. Today,rela-

utual affection and Intl -te asso-

elation instead of instrumental roles and separation (Orthner, 1981; Mace,

1979). Consequently, the quality of family relationships now becomes a critical

issue (Lewis and Spanier, 1979). This means that policies and programs are

needed that support family relationships ta Lirect them toward maximizing their

potential for commuidcation, problem solving, socialization, and interpersonal

pupport.

Recently, there has been an upsurge in interest among military leaders in

family issues. This interest parallels the growing recognition of the inter-

dependency between military effectiveness and family functioning (Bennett et al.,

1974; Hunter, 1977; McCubbin et al., 1980; Stanton, 1976; Orthne 1980). It has been

found . that the extent to which people are satisfied with their family life

reflected in their job performance and ultimately tied to the decision to

stay in the military. It is, therefore,: to their benefit that military leaders

continue to seek better ways of serving their families. After all,,these.

families arenow a vital part of the mission support system upon which the

military depends. This means that sensitivity-and response to the needs of

Military families is not.only'humanitarian; it is also based on the knowledge

that what is good for military families is good for military responsibilities

as well.



This recognition, coupled with the changing profile of the military com-

munity and family, has provided the impetus for the increasing incorporation of

family enrichment programs into military communities (Moskos, 1976). Ranging

from various family enrichment programs to single parent support groups, these

programs are oriented toward s renglhening families by providing them with the

skills and support needed for fostering their relationships. They also serve

to protect families against the stresses inherent but not necessarily unique to

military family life (such as frequent moves and family separations, weakened

ties to extended family and community, and inadequate financial support). The

value of enrichment programs seems especially relevant given the recent finding

from a study of married and single parent families in the Air Force (Orthner,

1980), documenting the independence and interpersonal isolation of most of these

military' families, including single parents. Although this tendency toward

self-reliance reflects the growing trend in-American society to make easy

acquaintances but few really close friends, it is especially encouraged by the

mobile lifestyle that the military encourages and can be viewed as a shm

foundation for personal and relational growth. Without close ties to others,

many military families may find that they cannot always get the support they

need to make necessary adjustments. _McKain (1976), for example, found rela-

tional isolation in the military to be directly related to this incidence of

problems and tension. With the development of family nrichment and,

support programs, many families may remedy their relational problems and

receive the support necessary for making ongoing adjustments.

The wideqpread introduction of marriage and family enrichment programs in

the military is quite recent and parallels the development-in civilian com

munities. Military chaplains have been the primary catalysts for introducing
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Ind maintaining these programs, although some social workers and other mental

wealth personnel have been involved as well. Programs such as marriage encounter

Ind parert effectiveness training have been operating for nearly decade.

3ouple co_ unication training, family clusters and other marriage enrichment

programs have been introduced in the last several years, Even morn recently,

Support programs for single parents have begun to develop.

To a large degree, military families have had more opportunities. to become

involved in these programs than their civilian counterparts. Unlike the often

inadequate information distribution in many communities, military personnel can

nore readily contact-families and inform them of programs, Also, while many

haplains are not trained in these. family programa and their availability is

:ertainly not evenly distributed, proportionally more chaplains are skilled in

lirecting these programs than is normally true in the civilian sector of society.

taken together, this suggests that military families should be more aware of

these programs and at least as interested in them as other f- _ lies.

Methodology

The data for the study were collected from a probability sample of 331 U.S.

sir Force married coupleS and 101 U.S. Air Force single parents on 16 bases in

he United States and Getnany. The married men and women were randomly selected

'rom listings of married \Air Force personnel assigned to these bases. The single

mrents were randomly selected when sufficient numbers were available. On

maller bases, all of thesingle parents that were assigned to the base were con-

acted. The sample was siratified to proportionately represent the families in

ifferent geographical areas and command responsibilities.
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Personal interviews were conducted with all participants in the stu

Nearly seventy. percent of those contacted agreed to participate, even though

both husbands and wives had-to agree to separate interviews to be included.

Each of the semi - structured interviews were conducted in private by professionally

trained interviewers. The interviews lasted approximately one hour. A total of

763 interviews were completed.

All of the interviews included questions on the subject's iowledge, par-

ticipation, and interest in family enrichment and support programs. The married

couples were asked about such programs as parent education or effectiveness

training (if they were parents), marriage enrichment or marriage encounter,

couple communication training, and family clusters. Single parents were asked

about parent education or effectiveness trai parent support organi-

nations, and big brother sister programs. These programs were selected because

of their availability on many Air Force bases. The questions on each of these

were preceded with a brief description of the program. In the questioning, no

program was restricted to a particular format so that, for instance, any parent

education program would fit the criteria, not just the formal Parent Effectiveness

Training program.

Findings

Parent Education

Overall, two out of three' Air Force parents had heard tf some type of
(see Table 1).

parent-education program/ Women were much more aware of these programs than men,

especially single-parent men of whom less than half (46 percent) were aware of

their availability. The majority of those who had heard of parent education were

white parents who attended church regularly. Half or more of the non-white

- Insert Tab3e 1 About Here -



Table 1

Attitudes Toward Participation in Family Pro

Program
Knowledge
H W

of
SPM

Program
SPW
-3-

Have Attended
H W SFM SFW-5- 7-

Likel
H W

o Attend
Pfd SPW

7-

Parent Education

Couple Communication
Training

Marriage Enrichment

Family Clusters

Single-Parent
Support Group

Big Brother/
Sister Programs

64

18

68

11

x

70

20

73

14

x

46

49

54

x

x

x

50

95

14

.6

4.2,

3.0

x

13

.6

4.2

3.0

x

4.9

x

x

x

9.8

3.2

6.6

x

x

x

10

6.6

49

48

48

31

x

x

63

50

54

38

x

x

55

x

x

55

39

73

x

x

56

x = Does not apply
H = Husbands
W = Wives

SPM = Single Parent Men
SFW = Single Parent Women



parents or those who were -less religiously involved were not aware of parent-

education programs, even when they were explained to them.

Less than ten percent of the Air Force parents_had actually attended a

parent education program. Surprising men were slightly more likely than

women to say that they had attended one of these programs. This may be because

men have a'less rigid definition of parent education and they may be including

educational programs that were not deemed to be parent education by their

wives or the single parent women in the sample. A higher proportion of those

who had attended a parent education program were frequent church attenders and

parents of elementary school age children. Parents with adolescent children

were the least likely to have attended. The race of the parent had little effect

in determining attendance in these programs.

The question of the helpfulness of these programs drew mixed reactions

from those who had attended. Although close to half of the single parents (40

percent) and wives (46.2 percent) had found the parent education programs they

attended very helpful, only one-quarter of the husbands had found the program

they attended very helpful. It may be that husbands find these programs less

relevant to their parental needs than single parents and wives.

For the overall sample of parents in the Air Force, interest in attending

a parent education program was high. Nearly 73 percent of the single-parent

women, 55 percent of the single parent men, 63 percent of the wives, and 49 per-

cent of the husbands indicated they were very likely or somewhat likely to

attend such a program in the future. The least support came from fathers.

Only 12 percent of the married fathers said they were very likely to attend a

Pa n - education class. This may reflect the still trrditional bias that child

rearing, is the mother's responsibility. Not surprisingly, parents who reported

poor parent-child relationships seemed -co recognize their problem and were the
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most likely to express interest in these programs. Non-white parents also indi-

cated a high likelihood for attending these programs, both mo +.hers and fathers.

Parents of younger children were more interested in parent education than

parents of adolescents.

Couple Communication Training

Awareness of couple communication training in the Air Force is mini

Only one out of five husbands (18 percent) and wives (20 percent) had ever

heard of this type of program. Men (32 percent) and women (26 percent) over-

seas were somewhat more likely to be aware of this program than those in the

U.S. Infrequent church at-tenders, especially wives (80 percent)- had rare

heard of couple communication training (see Table 1).

Not surprisingly, lack of knowledge of this program is paralleled by a

low level of program participation. Less than one percent of the Air Force

couples surveyed had attended a couple communication training program. Of

the couples who had attended the program, however, all had found it very

helpful.

Interest in couple communication is considerable. Half of the husbands

(48 percent) and wives (50 percent) indicated they were very likely or somewhat

likely to attend one of these programs. Nevertheless, some encouragement may

be necessary since a rather large percentage of these couples (35 percent) were

only "somewhat likely" to come. Much of this may be attributed to the complete

lack of awareness of this type of program on the part of many couples. Better

explanations of the purposes and goals of the program may be needed to attract

participants.

Overall, there is more interest in communication training among couples over-

seas compared to those in the United Slates. This gray be because married couples



are more dependent on one another overseas, thereby increasing their awareness

of communication inadequacies. Non-white couples and those who attend church

more regularly were also more inclined to be interested. Another indication

that marital communication inadequacy encourages program interest comes from

the findings that husbands and wives with low scores in a marital communica-

tion scale (Powers and Hutchinson, 1979) d higher scores on a measured marl-

8

tal disagree-e__ (Spanier, 1976) were the most likely to_wr _t to participate

in hese'programs. This was especially true for the men-since 55 percent of

the husbands who reported low marital communication scores said they were
---

likely to come compared to only 37 percent of those with high marital communica-

tion scores.

Marriage Enrichment

Unlike couple communication training, the majority of_ a r Force husbands

and wives had heard of some type of marriage e_ ichment\pr marriage encounter,

nrogram. Wives (73 percent), however, were somewhat more aware of these pro-

grams than husbands (68 percent), especially black husbands (54 percent).

Couples overseas (80 percent) were more likely to be familiar with them than

those in the U.S. (67 percent). Also, frequent church'attenders were more likely

to have heard of these programs (82 percent) than those less religiously involved

(52 percent).

Overall, four percent of the Air Force married couples'had attended a

marriage enrichment or marriage encounter program at some time. The couples

most likely to have attended were white couples, frequent church attenders and

couples stationed overseas. Moreover, these programs ere more likely to have

attracted couples with older children. It may be that marriages in this stage
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of the life cycle are in special need of invigoration and

may also have'inore free time to participate in these progra41-

In terms of the perceived helpfulness that couples 1.0elifs

,nt

attending a marital enrichment program, wives reported that ,01q Were

satisfied than their husbands. Although more than three-quaf rs of

wives (79 percent) found the program very helpful, only hair or the

(54 percent) rated the program ae being that effective. Neverueles8,

9

They

lle

ds

rer

than 10 percent of the husbands (7.7 percent) and wives (7.1 Pefeent) reported

the program was not helpful at all.

Although more couples were aware of marriage enriehma

were interested in attending them, approximately'half of the (5 percent)

and husbands (48 percent) said they are very likely or 'somewrat '- kej'

attend one of these programs in the future. Again, spouses Overseas per-

cent) were slightly more interested in attending than these 5,I1 the u (50 Per-

cent), but the difference is nc :amatic. Also, black husbOncle (79 cent)

and wives 67=percent) experienced more interest than white ruwt,64ds 45 per)

cent) and wives (54 percent).. Chufbh attendance was associa+sq with iPterest

in attending family enrichment programs as well. Three-fiftrs perosrlt) of

the frequent church attenders were likely to larticipate it marital ePrichment

or marital encounter programs while less than half of the lays religiallaly

involved, especially husbands (35 percent), indicated a deslys to partj,Qtpate.

Unfortunately, the study indicated that spouses who reported la,-

tal satisfaction and many marital disagreements expressedmo

riage enrichment than those with higher marital quality. Ti

true for those wives who were experiencing low marital sati

these programs are not designed for low - quality marriages, t

rataritAl marl-

teres$ in mar-

espe Olealy

Since



suggests a sincere7interest on the part of these couples for some form of

_relational assistance.

Family Clusters

Few Air Force couples were aware of family cluster programs. Only about

one out of ten Air Force husbands (14 percent) and wives (11 percent) had ever

heard of this type. of program. Couples in the U.S. (10 percent) were less

likely to be aware of these programs than husbands (13 percent) and wives (20

percent) overseas. Overall, black husbands (7 percent) and infrequent church

attendees (8 percent) were the least likely to haVe heard of family cluster

programs (see Table 1).

Of -thel.couples that -ow of these progrems, three percent had.

actually attended such a program. The majority of these couples, however, had

found the programs very helpful (55 percent) especially wives (100 percent).

Although husbands were more critical of these programs than wives, nearly nine

out of le(88 percent) had found their participation at least somewhat helpful.

sliPf the pr grams and services sampled for interest, Air Force families

were the least enthusiastic about family cluster type groups. Still, more than

one-third of the husbands and wives indicated that they were at least somewhat

likely to attend. The low interest in these groups may be partially attributable

to the lack of awareness that most couples have of these programs. Moreover,

while the emphases of parent education programs and couple communication train-

ing are more self-evident, the emphasis of family clusters is more diffuse and

requires further explanation. Clarification of the goals and purposes of these

programs coupled with encouragement and salesmanship may be needed to attract

participants to these groups.
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Overall, there was more interest in family clusters overseas than in the

T.S. These programs may be especially valuable to families overseas liven

their greater relative separation from their most frequent family support

soured, their respective parents. When this is coupled. with the posSibility

that married couples may be more dependent on one another overseas, the

greater interest among these couples in family clusters is understandable.

Non-white couples and those with inadequate social support systems were the

most likely to be interested in these programs. Since non-white couples are

in the minority, they may be particularly susceptible to isolation in some

assignments, especially overseas. Given this situation, family cluster par-

t1cipation can be especially important to their morale and adjustment.

Single-Parent Support Group

Frequently, single parent families are also socially isolated and need

support (Orthner and Brown, 1978) but they may not find this in groups oriented

toward married families. For this reason, we examined the support group needs

and involvement of single parents to determine the extent to which their sup-

port needs could be better me/. We found, however, that less than hjf (49 per-
.

cent) of the Air Force single parents were aware of single-parent support groups

or organizations like Parents without Partners. This percentage was even lower

among black single parents (28 percent). These findings were rather surprising

given the increasing numbers of single parents in the Air Force and the recent

proliferation of these organizations (see Table 1).

Although single-parent organizations were more popular among single

parents than Big Brother/SiSter programs, still less than one-tenth of these

parents had actually participated in a single parent support group. Moreover
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participation in these organizations was not evenly distributed throughout the

sample. All of those who had participated-were white single parents end fre-

quent church attenders. Furthermore, parents of elementary school age chil-

dren (33 percent) were more than twice as likely to have attended than parents

of preschool (10 percent) and adolescent children (16 percent). Lastly,-lo

ranging, enlisted single parents and those stationedstationed.in the U.S. were the

least likely to have attended one of these programs_

Overall, many single parents, especially men, who had participated in a

single-parent support group or organization had not found it particularly help-

ful. Fewer than half of those surveyed (44 percent) felt that the experience

was very- helpful. Although single-parent men were somewhat more critical of
a,

their experience than single-parent women, nearly one-third of both men and

men reported that pitticipation in these groups were not helpful at all.,

Despite the frustration among those who had attended singleparent organi-

zations, Tore than half (55 percen ) of the sampled single parents expressed

genuine interest &these grohps. This interest war' particularly' high among

lower-grade enlisted men and women (71 percent), those with preschool children

(64 percent), those who were divorced 60 percent) or never married' (64 per-

cent), d those who expressed difficulty with their parent-child relationships

(81 percent). Although most of these single parents acknowledged the potential

value of groups lq.ke Parents without Partners, they knew little about starting

a group and often had little time to do the groundwork to get/it started.
.

Big Brother/Sister Programs

There was considerable awareness among single parents of Big Brother/Sister

programs in the Air Force. More than nine out of ten Air Force single parents,
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heard of this kind of program. Although

knowledge of this program was high, program participation among s rale

parents was minimal. Onl four percent of the single pdrents tad actually

used the services of a Big Brother or Sister. All of these parents, however,

had found the program very helpful. Moreover, each reported a secure parent-

child relationship. Whether this latter finding is a product of program par-

ticipation, however, is not clear. Parents -th better parent -child relation-

ships may be more likely to seek ouivaluable opportunities for their children.

Although Air Force men were less interested in the Big Brother/Sister

program (39 percent) than Air Force women (55 percent). both were more interested

in these programs if they were less secure in theit,parent-child relationship

(56 percent) they were in the lower enlisted grades (65 percent), and if

they had preschool children'(56 percent). These d ngs suggest that many

single parents would like to have th%assistanpe of another adult but that

those who are most anxious about their children and those with younger children

have the greatest need for. this support.

Implications

American military families are a microcosm of the larger family system in.

America. Their needs for enrichment and support probably mirror those of other

families as well. Zertainly, there are special circuTstan_-- that military

families face but, by and large, their lifestyles, family.-tructures, and

fang, needs are very similar to other U.S. famAies., Unlike some perceptions,

these are not necessarily cloistered families'. In the present sample half

these families live off-base, most have civilian wives, none of these couples

are separated because of military assignments, and most of the members have

4
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dard workwieks. For this reason we should be able to understand the find-

nga of this study within the context of broader family needs,then dust those

of U.S. Air Force families.

The results of this study certainly suggest tat families can benefit

from the information, -skills, and support that `amity programs often provide.

Most men and women who had participated in,parent education; couple communice-

-tion training, marriage enrichment, family clusters, and single perant.support

groups tended to feel, very positive about the results. Some progr,s -however'

appear to have struck- do especially responsive chord with those who had par-

ticipated in them. ..Couple, communication and family cluster programs, for

instance, had been attended by a ver5Hsmall proportion of the married couples

but they received high support from these couples. Other programs often-had

mixed reviews but the higher level of commitment required of these two pro-

grams might have foste ed more positive attitudes from their participants.

In several of the family enrichment programs, women reported more pcaitive

experiences than men. To some degree, this seems to reflect the orientation

of these progrrams to foster the personal growth of women /bile they encourage

men to become more egalitarian. Neither parent education or marriage enrich-

ment programs, for example, appear to be as satisfying to men as they are to

women. In both cases, men who attend are encouraged to yield some of the power

and to adapt family role responsibilities that have been traditionally corded

to women. Likewise, single parent supp t groups appear to benefit women more

than men. Agairi, this may be because, of the inability of these programs to

speak to the special needs of fathers. As Russell ,(1974) earlier discovered,

fathers especially benefit from parent education experiences but these
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pr ograms may-need to be tailored to develop the role of atbers as a comple-

meritary'rather than as supplementary parent.

Some family programs do not appear to be reaching the population they

-heed to reach: For example, collple communication train g is most desired by

those who have poor-communication Sails but these couples are unlikely to

have heard of this progr am. Also, parents with adolescent children are the

least likely to attend parent education but the data from the Air Force saMPle

indicates they are the most likely to report problems with thei children

(Orthner, 1980). Still, those parents who are experiencing parent-child dif-

ficulties do say they want parent education and they may be receptive to pro-

grams designed for their respective developmental periods, such as those par-

ticularly-oriented toward adolescent development and needs.

The stUdy further suggests that some family situations can mulate an

interest in particular family programs. This is true of overseas assignments

which can present families with more isolation from support syeteMg-5nore

dependence on their marital relationship. Not only can this increase poten-

tial stress in the marriage but it also can encourage couples to seek rela-

tional skills and family support systems to reduce this stress. In the present

study, it appears that couple communication and family cluster programs are of

greater interest to families overseas, perhaps because of these factors.

Family clustora, in particular, are not as attractive tc most :couples as the
r.

other programs surveyed but they'do seem to be unisuelFattractivetto,those

couples who are the most isolated from their extended family and their support

groups, This finding also his implications for other families who may finds

themselves in locations or situations which can foster a special need for

intimate support groups, either temporarily or on a more continuous basis.
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In conclusion, it appears that family enrichment and support programs

have more promise than has currently beenactualized. At the present, ti e, at

least in the Air Force, family programs have been concentrated within reli-

gious groups and communities and have not ventured far from those who attend

religious services regularly. There has PAO been a noticeable lack of infor-

mation on most of these programs among non-white families. This kind of pro-

vincialism can create a feeling that family programs are uniquely oriented

toward on-going groups which in most cases they are not. More efforts need to

be made to widely publicize opportunities for attending family enrichment p o-

,gr especially indicating the, purposes and goals of the programs to be

offered. Many of the men and women interviewed simply had no idea that programs

like these were offered on their bases and wanted much more information on what

these programs were all about.

Clearly, there are some programs which will attract more participants

than others. While family clusters are perhaps of interest to a minority of

families, couple communication training,. marriage enrichment, d parent edu-
\

cation are of interest to many families. Among single paten big brother/

sister programs are not considered as valuable as overall le parent support

groups. But no matter what the potential interest leve practically none of

these programs are known well enough at this time for most families to be

exposed to them, let alone benefit from them. More specialists in these pro-

grams are needed; more publicity and encouragement is warranted; and more

programs must be focused on the needs of particular families. The potential

for family enrichment is there but it must be more effectively developed in the

years ahead.--
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Assistance Initiatives

The Navy's concern for its families is'not new. In reality the

Navy has recognized over the years the importance of families to the Navy

mission and has sought to provide support to ease the hardships of

military life. In recent years the quantity and quality of that support

have come into sharper focus. Some very Ot4ctical issues have caused the

increased concern not the least of which are attracting and keeping

qualified- personnel. As the technology of our ships, submarines and planes

advances so do the demands for 6 highly trained men and women; competi-

tion with civilian industry is keen.

The ority of today's Navy is married. As a matter-of-fact 55%

our total .avy force is married. That means that over 260,000 people have

dependents and that the primary dependent figure stands close to 600,000.

It is also a fact that 80% of our career-oriented personnel, that

mid level officE and senior enlisted are marrried. The Navy enlists

a single person, and reenlists a married one. It is a trend with which the

Navy must deal. Therefore, when one considers_retention, family-needs are

receiving considerable attention. Retention, however, is not,the primary

reason for concern. Our Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Thomas Hayward

has said we need to care for Navy families because, it is "the right thing

to do".

in 1978 the Chief of Naval Operations highlighted( support to families

as part of his main objective for that year. The first Navy-wide Family

Awareness Conference, held in November of 1978, recommended. the creation

of a special office to coordinate the Na-- 's efforts on behalf of families.

On January 30, 1979, the Family Support Program was officially established

14



within the Office the Chief.of Na1.41 Operations. he program is headed

by Dr. Ann O'Keefe, who transferred fro_ H.E.W. to work with the Navy just

a month before the November 1978 conference. In addition to Dr. O'Keefe,

the headquarters staff now consists of three line officers, a chaplain,

a Chiel,Na- Counselor and a civilian psychologist.

Briefly, the mission of the Family Support Program is to-improve the

Na--'- awareness of and access to reliable and useful information, resources

and services that support and enrich the lives of Na- families and single

7
service members. The mission is being implemented in four phases. Two have

already been completed. Phase one was the estaHlishment of the Program In

January 1979 and subsequent overall Navy planning. Phase two saw the

development of two "pilot" Family Service Center projects. Phases

three and four are expansion phases. 'The phase two "pilot" projects are

located in San Diego and Norfolk.

The San Diego area has three Family Service Centers, which are

coordinated by the Commander, Naval Base, San Diego. These centers serve

large and diverse population ranging from recruits to retirees. Activities

and services are tailored to the location and the population of each Naval

activity. For instance, an extensive information and re'fe'rral service

exists to provide information on community and military support resources.

All in all, the San Diego Family Service Centers and related services pro-

vide support in hundreds of ways to the 90,000-Plus active duty Navy people

and their -families in the area.

In addition to the Family Service Centers, there is also a Dependent's

Assistance BOard (DAB) which was established,to provide care especially

for fleet personnel and their-families. The DAB is staffed by a senior
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chaplain, two duty chaplains and two clerical staff. They handle about

5,000 office interviews, phone calls and messages each year.

The Norfolk Family Service Center was based on the results of a

careful needs assessment and planning process that was undertaken by'

the local United Way Planning Council in conjunction with Navy planners.

The staff of twenty includes both military and civilian personnel and is

supplimented by a number of committed volunteers. The Center includes a

24- hour -a -day Rot Line manned by seasoned Navy and Marine Corps service

members who had had special training.

Of special interest, the Norfolk Family Services Center also ties

into a community-based computerized information and referral system

listing over 3,000 resources available in the Norfolk Tidewater area.

This system is serving as a model for some-of our future Family Service

Centers.

Phase three of the overall Navy plan began on October 1, 1980

(fiscal year with the establishment of additional Family Service

Centers in high-population areas. The new Centers joining those already,

in place in San Diego and Norfolk will be in Jacksonville, Florida;

Charleston, South Carolina; Long Beach, -- California; and Yokosuka, Japan.

The final phase of our overall program will occur over the next

three years (fiscal years:82,83,84), when additional,Centers will be added

(possibly as many as 61 by October, 1983), forming a Navy -wide network

Family Support Programs.

As mentioned above, each Family Service Center will naturally vary

its services depending on the needscifthe local population, as well aa un

the existing military and civilian services. In general, hdwever, all



centers: will have three broad, major objectives: to '0e e.
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referral, and follow-up system; to coordinate familyqelot d

info

-es

(both military and civilian); end to provide direct 40sistqnca 0 selected

areas such as personal or marriage counseling.

In general, areas of information or service will:

and family-enrichment; personal, marriage and child Qou

ude Ptsonal

gf
°r SeXUal

assault, among others. The Centers seek to avoid a ec/11,' "pro

oriented" image. By offering a wide range of serviceo to interested

people, we hope they will be seen as natural, helpful vday resources

of real benefit to "everyday", as well as crisis, needs

aspect of the Navy's Family Program that cute 4cr 81,1 phases

is that of research, evaluation and documentation. ire Office of Naval

Research, the Navy Personnel Research Development Center, and tre Family

Support Program office have worked closely together tem.

ensure-that appropriate studies can be undertaken to build e sol,1-"I

knowledge base which an guide future efforts. Three ley rsea/ch

documents produced thus far are:

1. "Roadmap for Navy Family Research" by Westitifi

Applied Systems Division

"Developmental: Case. Studies of the Navy Fam

Pu

Norfolk and San Diego", prepared by System bevql°11man

"A Demographic Profile of U.S. Navy Personnel Od Fam

Dennis K. Orthner and Rosemary S. Nelson,

Analysis, Inc.

In addition to the specific Family Service Cent-

Navy is moving out on several other fronts. In a vit44,

ausp ces,of the Bureau-of Medicine and Surgery ,the !i

e
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Program addresses the issues of spouse abuse, child abuse and the sensitive

handling of rape and sexual assualt. In close liaison with the Family Support

Program, the Family Advocacy, Program is involved in coordinating, for the

first time, the'many military and civilian agencies which deal with these

problems. The thrust of the program is to ameliorate the conditions which

lead to such acts as domestic violence; conditions such as family isolation,

lack of community support-or Child care, lack-of education, or alchohol and

drug abuse. In this tragic area, caring "after the fact" is never enough.

Another group with different problems is- .composed of Navy families

moving overseas. Finding accurate, current information about a country or

duty station has been a constant problem. Rumors,_opinion6-, sooratic

Mfmunicationshave heen=the-north until the creation ofO.T.I.q. the

Overseas Transfer Information Service. Based in the Navy Annex, Washington

this "Hot Line" answers virtually any question about any overseas

location in which a Navy base is found. If the information is not right

at hand, 0.T.I.S. will find it. Understandably, this service has proven

invaluable to\hundreds of Navy people and their families going overseas for

a tour of duty.

This overview of the Na family initiatives has been necessarily

brief. Understanding the unique nature of Navy life, and recognizing

that the time is right`, the Navy has moved out on all fronts to identify,

.analyze, and address the many and changing need of the military family today.



THE_ NAVY FAMILY PROGRAM:

FACT SHEET

BACKGROGN6-

The Navy has long recognized_thimportance of"its families.
There are approximately 52(40Briavy men and women on active duty'
with a total of 600#0915,--iptImary dependents Fifty-four percent of'
the total force (offiCer and enlisted personnel combined) are
marrieduand,ttiepercentage increases to 80 percent.for service
member s-wfih four or more yaars,of experience. Further, there is
-eef evidence that'reenlistment decisions and hence, personhel

and operational readiness are influenced by spouse and family
considerations. j

r-

.In 1978, the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) highlighted
support to families as part of his Number Oneobjective, and the
lEirstNavy7wide Family Awareness.Conference recommended:the
creation of.a bpecial office to provide leadership and coordini-
tion for the Navy's expanding efforts on behalf of families. As a
result, on 30 January 1979, The Family Support Program (OP-152)
was established.as a Branch of thNO's Human Resource Management
Division.

mfssION

the mission-` of The.Family'Program is to improve the Navy's
awareness of and access to, reliable and useful information,
resourceaand services that support and enrich the lives of Navy-
families and single service members.

MAJOR OBJECTIVES

The Family Prod ram has five major objectives:

o To establish a network of FaMily Set-Vice Centers;

To provide training, technical 3istance, positive support
and guidance to commands desiri,_ to develop or improve
their own farily support programs:

o To develop awareness programs emphasizing the importan6e o
families to the Navy's mission;

o TO increase effective coordination and use of existing Navy.
and civilian resources;

o To conduct research and studies which document and guide
future Navy family efforts and policy.'

THE NAVY FAMILY:
IT MATTERS

I
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FAMILY PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS

A Family Service Center is a Zoral point of'the coordination
of a full range of Navy and civilian resdurces and services for
Navy families as well as single Navy men and women. The Centers
offer information and referral services for a wide array of.
personal and family matters, counseling, assistance and crisis
intervention. The Centers provide selected services in accordance
with local needs, and often serve as a resource to informal
support efforts such as Ombudman and sponsor programs. -They are
staffed by military...professional and volunteer service members
and civilians. Navy Family Service Centers are funded for opera-
tionAuring fiscal year 1981 in Norfolk, Virginia; San Diego,
California: Long Beach, California; Charleston, South Carolina;
Jacksonville, Florida; and Yokosuka, Japan. An additional 14
pites are slated for funding in fiscal year 1982 - (New London,
Connecticut; Orlando,. Florida; Great. Lakes, Illinois; Kings Bay,
Georgia; Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; Bremerton, Washington; Port
Hueneme, California; Whidby Island, Washington; Alameda,
California; Treasure Island, California; Pensacola, Florida;
Washington, D.C.; Guam; and Naples, Italy.) A total of 61 Navy
Centers are slated for funding by fiscal year 1984. The Marine
Corps will have 15 Family Service Centers in operation during,
fiscal year 1981. In addition, a number of "out-of-hide" Family
Service Centers are being developed or strengthened by local
commands:

SELF-HELP

The Fami,iy Program :(0P-152) staff can provide resource
'information and reference materials, suggest appropriate resource
_people and offer guidance to Navy commands and activities with
regard to analying,.planning or improving existing family support
services and systems..

AWARENESS

the Family Program has an awareness program to highlight
existing Navy practices that support and strengthen families.
Wide media coverage is directed toward increasing overall
awareness of the importance of families to the Navy's mission.

RESEARCH AND' STUDIES

An essential element of The Family Program is the development
of appropriate data and information with which to formulate and
guide fUtueepolicy and direction of the family program effort.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

U.S. NAVY

Dr. Ann O'Keefe, Head
The Family Program
Office of the Chief of Naval ,

Operations (OP -152)
Department of the Navy
Washington, D.0 20350

202-694=5742, 5744
A/V 224-5742, 5744

U.S. MARTNE.CORPS

Family Programs Officer
Hdqtrs, U.S. Marine

Corps (Code MPH)
Washington, D.C. 20380

202-694-28,95
,A/V 224-289-


